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The Sticklet Collection

1001. Dinky trade pack 23a Racing Car to include 3 x models (1) silver, red, tan figure driver, racing number 4, black ridged
hubs with smooth tyres; (2) silver, red including figure driver, racing number 4, silver ridged hubs and (3) red including ridged
hubs, silver including figure driver, racing number 4 - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Good lift off
lid trade box (does have a split to one corner and some fading) - see photo.
£130 - £160
1002. Dinky trade pack 23e (221) Speed of the Wind containing 5 pieces (1) silver, black ridged hubs and herringbone tyres;
(2) same as (1); (3) same as (1) but red ridged hubs with black treaded tyres; (4) same as (3) but black base and (5) same as
(4) but grey treaded tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good in a generally Good lift off lid trade box with original dividers
(does have some small graffiti to lid) - see photo.
£150 - £200
1003. Dinky trade pack 23f Alfa Romeo Racing Car containing 1 model - finished in red including ridged hubs with grey
treaded tyres, white figure driver and racing number 8, silver trim - Fair to Good in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow lift off
lid trade box (does have some pencil graffiti to lid) - missing dividers - see photo.
£60 - £70
1004. Dinky 23f trade pack Alfa Romeo Racing Car containing 1 model - finished in red including ridged hubs, white figure
driver and racing number 8, silver trim - Fair still a bright example in a Fair yellow lift off lid trade box (does have mark to lid
where label has been removed) - without dividers.
£60 - £70
1005. Dinky 23k (230) trade pack Talbot Lago Racing Car containing 2 models - (1) mid-blue including ridged hubs with grey
treaded tyres, silver trim, white figure driver, yellow racing number 4 (23k baseplate lettering) - Good to Good Plus and (2) same
as (1) but (230 baseplate lettering) - Good Plus to Excellent (very light superdetailing to steering wheel) in a generally Fair lift off
lid trade box (without dividers).
£90 - £110
1006. Dinky 23s (222) trade pack Streamlined Racing Car containing 4 models - (1) blue, silver trim, black ridged hubs and
smooth tyres; (2) silver, blue, fawn ridged hubs with black smooth tyres; (3) silver, green, beige ridged hubs with black smooth
tyres and (4) same as (3) - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples in a Fair (tears on corners) lift off lid
trade box (without original dividers) - see photo.
£150 - £170
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1007. Dinky 25e trade pack Tipping Wagon containing 1 model (Type 3) - fawn cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs
with smooth tyres - Fair to Good (does have marks on passenger and drivers door) - still a bright example in a Fair lift off lid
trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1008. Dinky 25g trade pack Trailer containing 6 pieces - (1) burnt orange, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres; (2) same as
(1); (3) green, mid-green ridged hubs; (4) red including ridged hubs; (5) mid-blue including ridged hubs and (6) same as
(5) - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still display well in a generally Good lift off lid trade box with original dividers
(does have a tear on one side of lid) - see photo.
£100 - £120
1009. Dinky 25g trade pack Trailer containing 6 pieces - (1) green, black smooth hubs with (silver superdetailing); (2) light
fawn, black ridged hubs; (3) same as (2); (4) mid-blue including ridged hubs; (5) same as (4) and (6) same as (4) - conditions
are generally Fair to Good in a generally Poor to Fair lift off lid trade box - see photo.
£80 - £100
1010. Dinky 25m trade pack Bedford End Tipper containing 4 pieces - finished in green, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres
(some colour shades vary slightly) - conditions are generally Fair to Good in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box with some
original dividers (does have graffiti to lid) - see photo.
£130 - £150
1011. Dinky 25p trade pack Aveling Barford Diesel Roller containing 4 pieces - all are finished in green, red metal rollers, tow
hook, with 3 x dark tan figure drivers and 1 x light tan - conditions appear to be generally Good to Good Plus still bright
examples contained in a Fair lift off lid trade box with correct flash to lid (without original dividers) - see photo.
£120 - £150
1012. Dinky 25r trade pack Forward Control Lorry containing 2 pieces - (1) cream, silver trim, black ridged hubs and smooth
tyres, metal tow hook; (2) same as (1) but burnt orange - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples in a Fair lift
off lid (only) - has had repair to inner - see photo.
£60 - £70
1013. Dinky 25v trade pack Bedford Refuse Wagon containing 1 example - finished in tan, green metal slides and ridged
hubs - Fair (does have loss of paint to all areas) in a Fair lift off lid trade box with some original dividers - see photo.
£50 - £60
1014. Dinky 27a trade pack Massey Harris Tractor containing 1 piece - finished in red, yellow metal wheels, black seat,
steering wheel and exhaust stacks, tow hook - overall condition is generally Excellent (figure driver is only Fair) in a generally
Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£70 - £80
1015. Dinky 27a trade pack Massey Harris Tractor - finished in matt red, yellow metal wheels, light tan figure driver, black
seat, steering wheel and exhaust stacks, tow hook - Good Plus (does have some small chips to front grille and surrounding
area) still a bright example in a generally Good lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£70 - £80
1016. Dinky 27b trade pack Harvest Trailer containing a pair (1) dark tan including detachable raves, yellow metal wheels,
tow hook - Good; (2) same as (1) but bright red and light tan (missing raves) - Excellent all contained in a Fair lift off lid trade
box (without dividers).
£60 - £70
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1017. Dinky 27b trade pack Harvest Trailer containing 2 pieces - (1) red, dark tan, yellow metal wheels, with detachable
raves and (2) same as (1) but light tan - conditions are generally Fair including lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1018. Dinky 27c trade pack Manure Spreader containing 1 example - finished in red including Supertoy hubs (rare hard to
find issue hub variation) - Fair in a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£50 - £60
1019. Dinky 27c trade pack Manure Spreader containing 2 examples - (1) red, yellow Supertoy hubs with black tyres and (2)
same as (1) but later issue with yellow plastic hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in a Fair (graffiti and staining)
lift off lid box (without dividers).
£50 - £60
1020. Dinky 27d trade pack Land Rover containing 1 example - finished in RARE brown body, dark blue interior, light tan
figure driver, red ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook and windscreen - overall condition is generally
Good (does have small chips to most edges) still a bright example of a hard to find issue in a Fair to Good (slightly grubby) lift
off lid trade box (without dividers).
£80 - £110
1021. Dinky 27d trade pack Land Rover containing 2 examples - (1) mid-green including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres,
light tan interior and figure driver, silver trim, metal tow hook - Fair still displays well and (2) burnt orange, blue interior, light tan
figure driver, silver trim, red ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, metal tow hook and windscreen - Fair to Good still a bright
example in a generally Fair to Good lift off lid trade box (some small graffiti to lid) - (without dividers) - see photo.

£80 - £110
1022. Dinky 27f trade pack Plymouth Estate Car containing 4 examples - (1) tan body, brown wood effect side and rear
panels, silver trim, fawn hubs (early issue with correct 27f baseplate lettering); (2) same as (1) but light tan (without 27f
baseplate lettering); (3) same as (2) but beige ridged hubs and (4) same as (2) but fawn ridged hubs - conditions are generally
Good to Good Plus still lovely bright examples in a generally Fair to Good (scuffs around edges) lift off lid trade box (without
dividers) - see photo.
£160 - £180
1023. Dinky 27g trade pack Motocart containing 1 example - finished in RARE dark green, dark tan tipper, light tan figure
driver, black steering wheel, red metal wheels - Good to Good Plus still a bright example of a hard to find issue in a Fair lift off
lid trade box (without dividers).
£90 - £110
1024. Dinky 27g trade pack Motocart containing 3 examples - (1) mid-green, dark tan tipper, light tan figure driver, black
metal steering wheel, red metal wheels; (2) same as (1) and (3) pale green, light tan tipper - conditions are generally Good to
Excellent in a generally Good to Good Plus lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£110 - £130
1025. Dinky 27h trade pack Disc Harrow containing 1 example - finished in red, yellow, metal rollers and tow hook - Good to
Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly grubby) lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£40 - £50
1026. Dinky 27h trade box Disc Harrow containing 2 examples - finished in red, yellow, metal rollers and tow
hook - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£50 - £60
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1027. Dinky 27m trade pack Land Rover Trailer containing 3 examples - (1) orange, red ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres,
metal tow hook with "T" rear decal; (2) same as (1) but cream ridged hubs and (3) same as (2) (factory error without tow hook
fitted) - conditions are generally Fair to Good in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£80 - £90
1028. Dinky 25y trade pack Universal Jeep containing 2 examples - (1) green, maroon ridged hubs (harder to find variation),
silver trim, metal tow hook and windscreen (open cast bumper) and (2) same as (1) but red including ridged hubs - conditions
are generally Fair to Good still bright examples in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£90 - £110
1029. Dinky 28 trade pack (Type 3) Delivery Van containing 2 examples - (1) red including ridged hubs, silver trim and (2)
blue, silver trim and ridged hubs - Fair to Good still bright examples in a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£90 - £110
1030. Dinky 30h trade pack Daimler "Ambulance" containing 1 example - finished in cream, silver trim, red crosses to sides,
ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Fair to Good (does have small chips on edges) in a generally Fair to Good (slightly
grubby) lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£60 - £70
1031. Dinky 30j trade pack Austin Open Back Wagon containing 6 examples - (1) maroon including ridged hubs, metal tow
hook; (2) same as (1) but red ridged hubs; (3) blue, mid-blue ridged hubs; (4) same as (3); (5) same as (3) and (6) same as (3)
but darker colour shade - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus contained in a generally Poor to Fair lift off lid trade box
(without dividers) - see photo.
£180 - £220
1032. Dinky 30n trade pack Dodge Farm Produce Wagon containing 2 examples - (1) yellow cab and chassis, mid-green
stake back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook and (2) same as (1) but reverse colours green cab
and chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (apart from one has paint flaw to
bonnet) in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£100 - £120
1033. Dinky 30r trade pack Fordson Thames Flat Truck containing 1 example - finished in red including ridged hubs with
smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - overall condition is generally Fair to Good still a bright example with a lift off lid (only)
which is Fair (graffiti to top).
£40 - £50
1034. Dinky 30r trade pack Fordson Thames Flat Truck containing 1 example - green cab, chassis and back, mid-green
ridged hubs, silver trim, metal tow hook - Fair to Good still a bright example in a generally Poor lift off lid trade box (without
dividers).
£50 - £60
1035. Dinky 30s trade pack Austin Covered Wagon containing 3 examples - finished in blue cab, chassis, mid-blue metal tilt
and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, tow hook (all without 30s baseplate lettering) - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus,
(metal tilts are generally Fair to Good showing some sign of corrosion and rust) in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (without
dividers).
£100 - £120
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1036. Dinky 30v (490) trade pack Electric Dairy Van "Express Dairy" - grey body, maroon ridged hubs, interior and base (hard
to find variation) - overall condition is generally Fair still a bright example in a generally Good lift off lid trade box (without
dividers).
£80 - £110
1037. Dinky 30w trade pack Electric Articulated Lorry "British Railways" containing 1 example - finished in maroon unit and
trailer, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, metal tow hook - with correct (30w base lettering) - condition is generally Fair to
Good (some small chips around edges) still a bright example in a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£60 - £70
1038.

Dinky 31a trade pack Trojan "Esso" Van - lid only which is generally Fair (does have graffiti to top) - see photo.
£20 - £30

1039. Dinky 34c trade pack Loudspeaker Van containing 2 examples - (1) green, silver trim and speakers, black ridged hubs
and smooth tyres and (2) RARER hard to find issue in brown, silver trim and speakers, black ridged hubs and smooth
tyres - conditions are generally Good still bright examples in a Poor to Fair lift off lid trade box - see photo.
£100 - £120
1040. Dinky 36b trade pack Bentley Two-seater Sports Coupe - green body, black chassis (type 5), ridged hubs with smooth
tyres - Fair including lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£50 - £60
1041. Dinky 39d trade pack Buick Viceroy Saloon - dark grey body, silver trim, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Fair to
Good still a bright example in a Poor to Fair lift off lid trade box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1042. Dinky 40e trade pack Standard Vanguard Saloon containing 4 examples (all with small baseplate lettering) - (1) fawn
including ridged hubs, smooth tyres, silver trim; (2) same as (1); (3) same as (1) and (4) mid-blue, fawn ridged hubs - conditions
are generally Fair to Good in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (does have graffiti to lid) - with original dividers - see photo.
£110 - £130
1043. Dinky 40h trade pack Austin "Taxi" containing 3 examples all with correct (40h baseplate lettering) - (1) yellow body,
brown base and interior with figure driver, ridged hubs, silver trim; (2) same as (1) and (3) dark blue, black base, interior and
figure driver, mid-blue ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples in a Good (faded) lift off lid trade
box (without dividers) - see photo.
£110 - £130
1044. Dinky 105a trade pack Garden Roller containing 4 examples - finished in red metal roller with green handle - conditions
are generally Good to Good Plus in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£70 - £80
1045. Dinky 105b trade pack Garden Barrow containing 3 examples - finished in tan, red inner, metal wheel - conditions are
generally Fair still bright examples in a Poor to Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£50 - £60
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1046. Dinky 105c (383) trade pack 4-wheel Hand Truck containing 4 examples - finished in mid-blue including handle and
tow hook, yellow ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (bright examples) in a generally Fair lift off lid trade
box (without dividers) - see photo.
£80 - £100
1047. Dinky 105c (383) trade pack 4-wheel Hand Truck containing 2 examples - finished in mid-green, yellow handle and
ridged hubs, tow hook - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in a Fair lift off lid box with original dividers - see photo.
£60 - £70
1048. Dinky 107a (385) trade pack Sack Truck containing 6 examples - all finished in mid-blue, black metal
wheels - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus in a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£80 - £90
1049. Dinky 139a trade pack Ford Fordor Sedan containing 6 examples - 3 x yellow including ridged hubs, silver trim and 3 x
tan, red ridged hubs, silver trim (all have small baseplate lettering) - conditions appear to be generally Fair to Good still some
bright examples in a generally Fair to Good lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - does have some pencil graffiti to lid - see
photo.
£170 - £220
1050. Dinky 139a trade pack Ford Fordor Sedan containing 5 examples - 3 x mid-green including ridged hubs with smooth
tyres, silver trim and 2 x red, maroon hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - conditions are generally Fair (still bright examples) in
a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£130 - £150
1051. Dinky 139b trade pack Hudson Commodore Sedan containing 3 examples all with (small baseplate lettering) - (1)
two-tone cream, maroon upper and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim; (2) same as (1) and (3) two-tone blue, tan upper
and ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples in a generally Fair lift off lid trade box - see
photo.
£110 - £130
1052. Dinky 140a trade pack Austin Atlantic Convertible containing 3 examples - (1) black, red interior, tonneau and ridged
hubs with white smooth tyres, silver trim; (2) light blue, red interior and tonneau, light beige ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver
trim and (3) pink body, light beige interior, tonneau and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - conditions are generally Fair
still bright examples in a Poor to Fair lift off lid (only) - does have label attached to top - see photo.

£80 - £100
1053. Dinky 145 trade pack Singer Vogue containing 1 example - finished in light metallic green, red interior, silver trim,
chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small paint flaws to roof) in a Good
(slightly faded) yellow and red carded picture box, outer trade box is Good Plus - see photo.
£80 - £100
1054. Dinky 152b trade pack Reconnaissance Car containing 1 example - finished in drab olive green including ridged hubs
with treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good still a bright example of a harder issue to find in a Fair lift off lid trade box
(without dividers).
£80 - £90
1055. Dinky 157 trade pack Jaguar XK120 Coupe containing 1 example - finished in red including ridged hubs, silver trim,
black smooth tyres - Good still a bright example in a Fair to Good (grubby but complete) yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot, outer trade box is Good (does have some small stains on one side) - see photo.
£80 - £100
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1056. Dinky 166 trade pack Sunbeam Rapier Saloon containing 1 example - finished in two-tone pale yellow, dark yellow
lower, silver trim, cream ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, with windows - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have
some small marks on protruding edges) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot, outer trade
box is Good Plus to Excellent - a bright example see photo.
£90 - £110
1057. Dinky 169 trade pack Studebaker "Golden Hawk" containing 2 examples - (1) two-tone pale green, cream including
ridged hubs with white treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot (has had some small sellotape repairs) and (2) light tan body, red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver
trim - Good in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot, outer trade box is generally Good (does have
some graffiti to sides) - see photo.
£100 - £120
1058.

Dinky 061 trade pack Ford Prefect empty trade box only - which is generally Fair (all flaps complete) - see photo.
£30 - £40

1059. Dinky 239 trade pack Vanwall Racing Car containing 1 example - green body, silver trim, white figure driver, racing
number 35 to front and sides, mid-green ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly grubby)
yellow and red carded picture box in a Fair trade box - see photo.
£80 - £100
1060. Dinky 319 trade pack Weeks Farm Tipping Trailer containing 3 examples - all finished in yellow, red tipper and
Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres - conditions are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint with generally Excellent to Mint
yellow and red carded picture boxes (two come with inner packing card) - ex-shop stock all contained in a generally Good
(slightly grubby) trade box - see photo.
£110 - £130
1061. Dinky 270 trade pack "AA" Motorcycle Patrol containing 3 examples - all finished in yellow, black including wheels, tan
figure riders - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (couple of small chips on wheelarches) in a generally Good lift off lid
trade box with original dividers - see photo.
£130 - £150
1062. Dinky 410 (25m) trade pack Bedford End Tipper containing 1 example - finished in yellow cab, chassis and ridged hubs
with smooth tyres, mid-blue tipping back - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot, outer trade box is generally Good (does have some small pencil graffiti to one side) - see photo.
£80 - £90
1063. Dinky 428 trade pack Large Trailer containing 2 examples - finished in grey, red Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres,
metal tow hook and drawbar - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes,
outer trade box is generally Good to Good Plus (does have a pencil price mark to one end and also "LF" flash label - see photo.
£80 - £100
1064. Dinky 491 trade pack Electric Dairy "NCB" Van containing 1 example - finished in cream, red base, interior and ridged
hubs with smooth tyres - Good (does have small chips to protruding side edges) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box
with grey colour spot (dual numbered 30v/490??? end flaps), outer trade box is Fair - see photo.
£80 - £90
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1065. Dinky 491 trade pack Electric Dairy "NCB" Van containing 1 example - finished in cream, red base, interior and ridged
hubs with smooth tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small chips on rear protruding edges) still a beautiful
example in a Good Plus to Excellent plain late issue yellow and red carded box with correct colour spot, outer trade box is Good
to Good Plus (very small tear on one edge) - see photo.
£100 - £120
1066. Dinky 551 trade pack Large Trailer containing 2 examples - (1) grey, red Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, metal
tow hook and drawbar and (2) same as (1) but harder to find maroon Supertoy hubs, black treaded tyres - conditions are
generally Good Plus to Excellent bright examples in a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£80 - £90
1067. Dinky 551 trade pack Large Trailer containing 2 examples - (1) grey, black ridged hubs and treaded tyres, metal tow
hook and drawbar and (2) same as (1) but darker grey and harder to find maroon Supertoy hubs - conditions are generally
Good to Good Plus in generally Good to Good Plus lift off lid trade box with 1 divider (does have rusting to staples) - see photo.
£70 - £80
1068. Dinky 687 trade pack Trailer for 25-pounder Field Gun - contains 3 examples - all finished in military green including
ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook (one without tow hook) - otherwise conditions are generally Good to Good
Plus in a generally Fair to Good lift off lid trade box (without dividers).
£60 - £70
1069. Dinky 687 trade pack Trailer for 25-pounder Field Gun containing 4 examples - all finished in military green - conditions
are Fair (one has had some overpainting) in a Fair lift off lid trade box (without dividers) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1070. Dinky 786 trade pack Tyre Racks with Tyres - contains full set of 6 - all finished in green racks with "Dunlop" yellow,
black and white decals - all have black and white tyres that vary in sizes (one has later issue decal without logo) - otherwise
conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus in a generally Good lift off lid trade box (does have some pencil price marks to
lid) - (without dividers).
£90 - £110
1071. Dinky 797 trade pack Healey Sports Boat containing 2 examples - (1) green, cream hull and (2) same as (1) but red,
cream hull - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Good (slightly grubby) trade box (without dividers).
£80 - £100
1072. Dinky 300 Massey Harris Tractor - red body, yellow metal wheels, black seat, steering wheel, tow hook and chimney
stacks - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks) in a Near Mint plain yellow and red carded box with inner packing piece - a
superb example - see photo.
£120 - £140
1073. Dinky 300 Massey Harris Tractor - red, yellow hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook and vent stack, plastic figure
driver and bright yellow chimney stack, with "Massey Ferguson" side decals - Excellent beautiful example in a Good (slightly
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box.
£80 - £110
1074. Dinky 300 Massey Ferguson Tractor - red, yellow hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook and vent, plastic figure driver
and yellow chimney stack without Massey Ferguson decals to sides - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some loss of paint on
front grille top corner) in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded box with detailed picture (correct model illustration
without Massey Ferguson to sides) - see photo.
£90 - £120
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1075. Dinky 301 (27n) Field Marshall Tractor - orange, silver trim, green metal wheels, light tan figure driver, tow
hook - overall condition is generally Excellent (does have some small chips to mudguards) in a Poor yellow and red carded
picture box with (dual numbered 27n/301 end flap) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1076. Dinky 301 Field Marshall Tractor - orange body, green hubs (plastic to front), silver trim, tow hook, plastic figure
driver - Fair still a bright example of a harder to find issue in a generally Fair (no end flaps missing) yellow and red carded
picture box.
£70 - £80
1077. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - red, pale yellow including hubs (plastic to front), black engine and chassis, bright
yellow plastic exhaust stack - Fair to Good (does have a factory fault to one rear hub) in a Fair to Good carded box with detailed
picture.
£50 - £60
1078. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - red, pale yellow including hubs (plastic to front), black engine and chassis, bright
yellow plastic exhaust stack - Good (does have paint touch-ins to cab roof edges) in a Fair carded box with detailed picture
(slightly out of print).
£50 - £60
1079. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - red, pale yellow cab, hubs (plastic to front), black engine and chassis, bright
yellow plastic exhaust stack - Good Plus (does have some small chips to front edge of cab roof), inner carded tray is Fair, outer
red and yellow presentation window box is Good with "Mr Dealer" card still attached - see photo.
£60 - £70
1080. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - red, pale yellow including hubs (plastic to front), black engine and chassis - Fair
to Good (could be better if slight time spent in cleaning) in a Fair yellow and red presentation window box and 319 Weeks
Tipping Farm Trailer - yellow, red including plastic hubs - Excellent (slight melting to hubs) in a Fair yellow and red presentation
window box. (2)
£60 - £70
1081. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - red, pale yellow including hubs (plastic to front), bright yellow plastic chimney
stack - Fair in a Poor presentation red and yellow window box and 321 Manure Spreader - red, yellow plastic hubs with black
tyres - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red presentation window box. (2)
£60 - £70
1082. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - white including hubs (plastic to front), dark brown engine and chassis, red plastic
chimney stack - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have some discolouration to plastics) in a Good
carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1083. Dinky 305 David Brown 990 Tractor - white including hubs (plastic to front), red plastic chimney stack - Good Plus to
Excellent (does have some discolouration to plastics) in a generally Good Plus carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1084. Dinky 305 David Brown 995 (Case) Tractor - white, red engine and hubs (plastic to front) - Good (does have chips to
hubs), carded base is Good Plus with reproduction bubble.
£30 - £50
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1085. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - red body, white hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, with plastic figure driver and
chimney stack - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good Plus carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1086. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - blue, white hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney
stack - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus carded picture box (does have label attached to one end
flap) with inner packing piece - see photo.
£60 - £80
1087. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - blue, white hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney
stack - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good Plus window box (does have a mark to front where label has been partially
removed) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1088. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - blue, white hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney
stack - Good Plus still a nice bright example, carded base is Good, bubble is Good Plus - see photo.
£50 - £60
1089. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - blue, white hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney
stack - Good Plus (slight discolouration to hubs), carded base is Good, bubble is Fair to Good (discoloured) - see photo.
£30 - £40
1090. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - blue, red hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney
stack - Fair still a bright example of a harder wheel variation colour to find, comes with carded base only which is Fair.
£40 - £50
1091. Dinky 308 Leyland 384 Tractor - orange, white hubs (plastic to front), metal tow hook, plastic figure driver and chimney
stack - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a generally Good window box (small split to cellophane) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1092. Dinky 310 Farm Tractor and Hay Rake Set to include Massey Harris Tractor - red body, yellow metal wheels, black
metal tow hook, steering wheel, seat and chimney stacks, light tan figure driver with Hay Rake - finished in red, yellow metal
wheels - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus in a generally Fair to Good blue and yellow lift off lid box - see photo.
£70 - £80
1093. Dinky 320 Halesowen Harvest Trailer - tan, red including detachable raves, yellow metal wheels, tow hook - Excellent
Plus in a generally Good Plus harder to find plain yellow and red carded box and another later issue - red, yellow detachable
raves and plastic hubs with black tyres, metal tow hook, grey plastic knobbly jockey wheel - Good Plus to Excellent (does have
some small chips on raves) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box (couple of small scuffs to edges).
(2)
£60 - £70
1094. Dinky 321 (27c) Massey Harris Manure Spreader - red, yellow metal wheels - Good Plus in a Good (slightly grubby)
yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 27c/321 end flaps) and another but later issue (321) - red,
pale yellow plastic hubs with black tyres - Excellent Plus in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£60 - £70
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1095. Dinky 321 Massey Harris Manure Spreader a pair of later issues (1) red, yellow plastic hubs with black tyres - Good
Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on front edges) and (2) same as (1) but pale yellow hubs - Excellent Plus, both come in
generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red picture boxes (one later with detailed picture). (2)
£50 - £60
1096. Dinky 321 Massey Harris Manure Spreader - red including plastic hubs with black tyres (harder variation to
find) - Excellent (couple of small marks on front edges) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with detailed picture
(does have some pencil price marks to end flap).
£70 - £80
1097. Dinky Farm Accessories group to include 322 Disc Harrow - red, yellow, metal tow hook; another (David
Brown) - white, red (without tow hook); 323 Triple Gang Mower - red, green, yellow and 324 Hay Rake - conditions are
generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Fair to Good Plus boxes. (4)
£70 - £80
1098. Dinky 340 (27d) Land Rover - green including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, beige interior with light tan figure
driver, silver trim, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Good (does have some small chips on edges) in a generally
Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with (dual numbered 27d/340 end flaps with correct colour spot - see
photo.
£50 - £60
1099. Dinky 340 Land Rover - green including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, beige interior, silver trim, light tan figure
driver, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby)
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1100. Dinky 340 Land Rover - burnt orange, green interior with light tan figure driver, red ridged hubs with black treaded
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Fair to Good (does have small chips on edges) in a Fair to
Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1101. Dinky 340 Land Rover - orange, green interior with light tan figure driver, red ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver
trim, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Fair to Good
(complete) plain yellow and red carded picture box with red colour spot.
£50 - £60
1102. Dinky 340 Land Rover - orange, green interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, red plastic hubs with grey treaded
tyres, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Good (does have small chips to all side protruding edges) in a generally
Fair to Good (complete) plain yellow and red carded box.
£60 - £80
1103. Dinky 340 Land Rover - orange, green interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, mid-green plastic hubs with black
treaded tyres, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Excellent (does have some small chips on edges) still a nice
bright example in a generally Good (slightly stained) yellow and red carded picture box with blank colour spot.
£70 - £90
1104. Dinky 340 Land Rover - orange, black interior with plastic figure driver (harder variation to find), silver trim, red plastic
hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a
generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with blank colour spot.
£100 - £120
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1105. Dinky 340 Land Rover - red, yellow interior and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, plastic figure driver,
metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on edges) in a Fair yellow and
red carded picture box with blank colour spot.
£80 - £100
1106. Dinky 340 Land Rover - red including plastic hubs, yellow interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, metal tow hood,
windscreen and steering wheel - Excellent lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with blank
colour spot (does have some staining to non picture side - see photo).
£100 - £120
1107. Dinky 340 Land Rover - red including interior and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, plastic figure driver,
metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel - Excellent Plus a lovely bright example of a harder to find issue in a generally
Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with blank colour spots - see photo.
£120 - £140
1108. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer - a pair (1) green including ridged hubs with replacement grey treaded tyres, metal tow
hook, with "T" rear decal - Excellent (slight wear to decal) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot
and (2) same as (1) but orange, green plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres, tow hook - Fair including yellow and red carded
picture box with green colour spot. (2)
£50 - £60
1109. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer - a pair (1) green including ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, metal tow hook, with "T"
rear decal - Fair to Good in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and (2) orange, green plastic hubs
with grey treaded tyres, metal tow hook - Fair to Good in a Good Plus plain yellow and red carded box. (2)
£50 - £60
1110. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer - a pair (1) red including plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres (without tow hook) and (2)
same as (1) but black treaded tyres - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in generally Good Plus to Excellent
yellow and red carded picture boxes. (2)
£70 - £80
1111. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer - a pair (1) red including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, without tow hook and (2)
same as (1) but deeper colour shade - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus in Good Plus to Excellent yellow and
red carded picture boxes. (2)
£70 - £80
1112. Dinky 342 Motocart - a pair (1) green, red metal wheels, light tan figure driver, tan tipper; (2) same as (1) but dark tan
tipper and 751 Lawn Mower - green, red, bare metal roller - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Fair boxes. (3)
£80 - £100
1113. Dinky 426 Large Trailer - grey, maroon Supertoy hubs (harder colour variation to find), black treaded tyres, metal tow
hook and drawbar - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red
carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1114. Dinky 428 Large Trailer - grey, pale yellow Supertoy hubs (hard variation to find) with black treaded tyres, metal tow
hook and drawbar - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of very small marks around wheelarches and hubs) in a generally Excellent
yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£80 - £100
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1115. Dinky 428 Large Trailer - a pair (1) grey, red Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook and
drawbar - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box and (2) later issue finished in red, pale grey, chrome hubs, metal
tow hook and drawbar - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips to top side edges) in a Good carded picture box
(small tear to end flap) - with inner packing piece. (2)
£70 - £80
1116. Dinky 428 Large Trailer - grey, with RARE red plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook and
drawbar - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with inner packing piece - see
photo.
£100 - £120
1117. Dinky 428 Large Trailer - grey with RARE red plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook and
drawbar - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some rusting to bare metal parts) in a generally Good (slightly
grubby) plain yellow and red carded box.
£70 - £80
1118. Dinky 40j Austin Somerset Saloon - light blue body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, (40j baseplate
lettering) - Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly grubby with some graffiti) yellow and red carded picture box with dark blue
colour spot - see photo.
£60 - £70
1119. Dinky 102 MG Midget Sports Car - pale green, cream interior with figure driver, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with
black smooth tyres - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and
101 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - pale blue, dark blue interior with figure driver, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black
smooth tyres - Good (does have small marks on side protruding edges) in a Fair to Good yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot. (2)
£80 - £90
1120. Dinky 102 MG Midget Sports Car - pale green, cream interior and tonneau with figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs with black treaded tyres - Fair still a bright example of a harder variation to find in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1121. Dinky 103 Austin Healey 100 Sports Car - red body, grey interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver,
silver trim - Fair to Good (does have chips to all edges) in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot and 109 Austin Healey 100 Racing Car - cream body, red interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver,
racing number 23 to doors and bonnet, silver trim - Good (does have small chips on side protruding edges) in a Fair (complete)
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. (2)
£80 - £90
1122. Dinky 104 Aston Martin DB3S - salmon pink body, red interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver, silver
trim - Good still a bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have a mark to non
picture side where label/tape has been removed) and another - light blue, dark blue interior with figure driver, silver trim,
mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus nice bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot - see photo. (2)
£90 - £110
1123. Dinky 105 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - pale yellow, pale green interior with figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs
with black treaded tyres - Fair to Good (does have some slight fading) - still a bright example of a harder to find issue in a Fair
to Good (complete) plain yellow and red carded box.
£50 - £60
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1124. Dinky 105 "The Prisoner" Mini Moke - white body and plastic canopy with red and white stripes, cast spun hubs, brown
side steps, white plastic aerial, bonnet label - Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and
red carded box with detailed picture.
£80 - £90
1125. Dinky 106 Austin Atlantic Convertible - light blue body, red interior, tonneau and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver
trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good (slightly crushed at one end) yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1126. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine - cerise body, light grey interior with figure driver, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with
smooth tyres, racing number 34 to doors and boot - Good Plus (driver does have some small stains) in a Fair to Good
(complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£70 - £80
1127. Dinky 107 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car - pale blue, cream interior with figure driver, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs
with smooth tyres, racing number 26 to doors and boot - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded
picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1128. Dinky 108 MG Midget Sports Car - off white body, maroon interior and tonneau with figure driver, silver trim, red ridged
hubs with smooth tyres, racing number 28 to doors and bonnet - Good (does have some superdetailing) in a generally Good
(slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1129. Dinky 108 MG Midget Sports Car - red including ridged hubs, light tan interior and tonneau, figure driver, silver trim,
racing number 24 to doors and bonnet - Fair including yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and another
(102) - yellow body, red interior, tonneau and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver, silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent
lovely bright example in a Fair (complete) plain yellow and red 108 carded box with red colour spot - see photo. (2)

£80 - £90
1130. Dinky 110 Aston Martin DB3 Sports Car - grey body, mid-blue interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver,
silver trim, racing number 20 to doors and bonnet - Good Plus (driver has some very light fatigue) in a generally Good (slightly
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£70 - £80
1131. Dinky 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - unusual factory colour finish in pale blue, red interior and ridged hubs with smooth
tyres, silver trim, figure driver, racing number 25 to doors and bonnet - Good Plus in a generally Good Plus yellow and red
carded picture box with turquoise colour spot - see photo.
£100 - £120
1132. Dinky 111 Triumph TR2 Sports Car - salmon pink, mid-blue interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver,
silver trim, racing number 29 to doors and bonnet - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have a small mark on one side where label has been
removed) - still displays well.
£80 - £90
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1133. Dinky 112 Austin Healey Sports Car - red body, cream interior (missing figure driver), silver trim, chrome spun
hubs - Fair including yellow and red carded picture box and 113 MGB Sports Car - off white body, red interior with plastic figure
driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus (does have some discolouration to lower
windscreen area) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£70 - £80
1134. Dinky 113 MGB Sports Car - off white body, red interior with plastic figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with
black treaded tyres - Excellent (couple of very minor marks on side protruding edges) in a Good Plus to Excellent harder to find
yellow and red presentation window box.
£80 - £100
1135. Dinky 120 Jaguar Type E - red body, black detachable hood, pale cream interior, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (does have original pen price mark to
one end flap) - (without detachable tonneau).
£70 - £80
1136. Dinky 120 Jaguar Type E - red, black detachable hood, pale cream interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres, with detachable tonneau - Excellent (couple of very minor marks on lower sides) in a Good Plus yellow and red
presentation window box.
£80 - £100
1137. Dinky 120 Jaguar Type E EXPORT ISSUE - finished in blue, grey detachable hood, cream interior, silver trim, chrome
spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Fair including yellow and red carded picture box, comes with separate detachable
tonneau - see photo.
£80 - £100
1138. Dinky 129 Volkswagen 1300 Sedan (Beetle) - blue body, off white interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent (does have a couple of small marks on door handles and bonnet) - very slight surface discolouration to
bumpers in a generally Good (small crack to side) rigid perspex case.
£30 - £40
1139. Dinky 129 Volkswagen 1300 Sedan (Beetle) - blue, off white interior, Speedwheels - Near Mint a beautiful example in a
generally Excellent late issue tall bubble pack - see photo.
£50 - £60
1140. Dinky 130 Ford Consul Corsair - pale blue, light grey interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1141. Dinky 133 Cunningham C5R Road Racer - off white body, mid-blue interior and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres,
light blue figure driver, dark blue racing number 31 stripes, black grille with silver trim - Good Plus (couple of small marks to
front wing) - still a bright example of an RARE interior colour variation, comes in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and
red carded picture box - see photo.
£100 - £120
1142. Dinky 133 Cunningham C5R Road Racer - off white body, tan interior with light blue figure driver, mid-blue ridged hubs
with smooth tyres, dark blue racing number 31 stripes, black grille with silver trim - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair to
Good yellow and red carded picture box and 163 Bristol 450 Coupe - green, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth
tyres, racing number 27 to sides and bonnet - Excellent Plus in a Good Plus plain yellow and red carded box. (2)

£80 - £100
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1143. Dinky 133 Cunningham C5R Road Racer - off white body, tan interior with light blue figure driver, chrome spun hubs
with black treaded tyres, dark blue racing number 31 stripes, black grille with silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent (does have
some small chips on side protruding edges) still a bright example of a hard to find issue, comes in a Good (slightly grubby)
correct issue plain yellow and red carded box (small tear to end flap).
£90 - £110
1144. Dinky 134 Triumph Vitesse - metallic aqua, white side flashes, silver trim, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Near Mint (very small mark to boot) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box (slightly grubby
around end flaps).
£70 - £80
1145. Dinky 134 Triumph Vitesse - metallic aqua, white side flashes, silver trim, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Mint in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red presentation window box.
£70 - £90
1146. Dinky 138 Hillman Imp Saloon - blue body, pale blue interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Mint a beautiful example of a RARE hard to find colour and interior variation, comes in an Excellent Plus yellow and red
carded picture box (still has number tab attached to inner flap) - see photo.
£100 - £120
1147. Dinky 142 Jaguar Mark X - steel blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, comes
complete with luggage case - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small chips to bumpers and rear edges) still a
nice bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1148. Dinky 142 Jaguar Mark X - light steel blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, with
luggage case - Mint in a Good Plus presentation yellow and red window box (very small tear to one side).
£80 - £100
1149. Dinky 142 Jaguar Mark X - steel blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, green
luggage cast - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Fair to Good (complete) harder to find EXPORT gold, red and black window
box - see photo.
£80 - £100
1150. Dinky 144 Volkswagen 1500 - pale cream, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
Plus still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box and 155 Ford Anglia Saloon - turquoise, red interior, silver
trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£80 - £100
1151. Dinky 145 Singer Vogue - light metallic green, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent Plus (couple of very small marks to front and rear bumpers) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and
red carded picture box (couple of small scuffs on edges).
£80 - £90
1152. Dinky 145 Singer Vogue - RARE yellow body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (although does have some small factory paint flaws to protruding edges and very
small marks on front and rear bumpers) still a beautiful example of a hard to find issue in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and
red carded picture box (couple of small scuffs on edges) with correct yellow colour spot.
£1200 - £1400
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1153. Dinky 146 Daimler V8 - metallic aqua, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint
(couple of small marks to windows) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box - displays well.
£70 - £90
1154. Dinky 150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith - two-tone grey, chrome trim, spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint a
beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (couple of small tears to inner flaps) - see photo.
£70 - £80
1155. Dinky 151 Triumph 1800 Saloon - mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (small baseplate
lettering) - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour
spot.
£70 - £80
1156. Dinky 152 (40d) Austin Devon Saloon - blue body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres (large baseplate
lettering) - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on edges) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box (one end flap is
replacement) - with (dual numbered 40d/152 end flap) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1157. Dinky 152 (40d) Austin Devon Saloon - drab green, silver trim, fawn ridged hubs with smooth tyres (large baseplate
lettering) - Excellent (small mark to one rear door) in a Poor to Fair yellow and red carded picture box with (dual numbered
40d/152 end flaps).
£70 - £80
1158. Dinky 152 Austin Devon Saloon - green body, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with smooth tyres (large baseplate
lettering) - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Fair to Good (some sellotape repair) yellow and red carded picture box with green
colour spot.
£70 - £80
1159. Dinky 152 Austin Devon Saloon - two-tone green, cerise, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs (large baseplate
lettering) - Good Plus (some small box rub wear marks to roof) still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot - see photo.
£80 - £110
1160. Dinky 152 Austin Devon Saloon - two-tone yellow, mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (large
baseplate lettering) - Fair still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with green colour spot (one end flap
is replacement).
£70 - £80
1161. Dinky 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon - maroon body, silver trim, fawn ridged hubs with smooth tyres (large baseplate
lettering) - Fair harder to find colour variation in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with fawn colour spot.
£50 - £60
1162. Dinky 153 Standard Vanguard Saloon - mid-blue, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1163. Dinky 154 Hillman Minx Saloon - tan body, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with smooth tyres (large baseplate
lettering) - Good Plus nice bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour
spot.
£60 - £70
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1164. Dinky 155 Ford Anglia Saloon - turquoise body, RARE pale blue interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good Plus
(does have some factory paint flaws to roof) still a bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box.
£90 - £110
1165. Dinky 156 Rover 75 Saloon - two-tone green, ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good still a bright example in
a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1166. Dinky 156 Rover 75 Saloon - two-tone mid-blue, cream including ridged hubs, silver trim (large baseplate
lettering) - Good Plus (some tyres have flat spots) in a generally Fair yellow and red carded picture box with green colour spot.
£60 - £70
1167. Dinky 156 Rover 75 Saloon - two-tone violet blue, cream including ridged hubs, silver trim (large baseplate
lettering) - Excellent Plus superb example of a RARE hard to find colour variation in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture
box with correct blue colour spot - see photo.
£240 - £280
1168. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe - a pair (1) off white, silver trim, fawn ridged hubs and (2) yellow, bright yellow ridged
hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good in Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes (one with incorrect colour spot). (2)
£70 - £80
1169. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 a pair (1) yellow, silver trim, bright yellow ridged hubs and (2) same as (1) but two-tone
yellow, grey including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good in generally Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes
with correct colour spots. (2)
£80 - £90
1170. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe - a pair (1) green, silver trim, fawn ridged hubs - Good Plus to Excellent a bright
example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and (2) same as (1) but with grey
ridged hubs - Fair in a Poor to Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. (2)
£80 - £100
1171. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe - red body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good (does have
some small marks to bonnet) still a bright example of a harder issue to find in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1172. Dinky 157 Jaguar XK120 Coupe - green, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus to
Excellent (couple of small marks on side protruding door edges) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) correct issue late plain
yellow and red carded box with correct colour spot.
£80 - £100
1173. Dinky 158 (40a) Riley Saloon - pale green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (large baseplate
lettering) - Good to Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 40a/158 end flaps)
and 161 (40j) Austin Somerset Saloon - pale blue, light beige ridged hubs - Fair in a Poor to Fair yellow and red carded picture
box with harder to find (dual numbered 40j/161 end flaps). (2)
£70 - £80
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1174. Dinky 159 Morris Oxford Saloon - light fawn body (stone), silver trim, grey ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Excellent a
lovely bright example of a harder issue to find in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with green colour spot and
another - two-tone pale cream, cerise, light beige ridged hubs, silver trim - Good (does have some slight staining) in a Good
yellow and red carded picture box (does have black graffiti to both end flaps) - with correct colour spot - see photo. (2)

£80 - £100
1175. Dinky 160 Austin A30 Saloon - a pair (1) light turquoise, silver trim, knobbly grey plastic wheels - Fair in a Good yellow
and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and (2) same as (1) but light tan, silver trim, knobbly grey plastic
wheels - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on door protruding edges) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot. (2)
£70 - £80
1176. Dinky 161 (40j) Austin Somerset Saloon a pair (1) red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (40j
baseplate lettering) and (2) same as (1) but blue body, mid-blue ridged hubs (40j baseplate lettering) - conditions are generally
Fair to Good in Poor to Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes, both have (dual numbered 40j/161 end flaps). (2)
£70 - £80
1177. Dinky 161 Austin Somerset Saloon - two-tone yellow, red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver
trim - Excellent lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot.
£140 - £160
1178. Dinky 162 Ford Zephyr Saloon - two-tone blue, silver trim, grey ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good to Good Plus still
a bright example in a generally Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1179. Dinky 162 Ford Zephyr Saloon a pair (1) two-tone cream, green, light beige ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim
and (2) same as (1) but pale green - conditions are generally Good Plus nice bright examples in Fair yellow and red carded
picture boxes with correct colour spots. (2)
£80 - £100
1180. Dinky 164 Vauxhall Cresta Saloon - two-tone light beige, maroon, silver trim, beige ridged hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1181. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone light beige, maroon, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
(does have small chips to protruding edges) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot - see photo.
£50 - £60
1182. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone green, black, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus
still a bright example in a Good (stained on non picture side) - with incorrect colour spot - see photo.
£50 - £60
1183. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone RARE ISSUE with green including roof, black, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with
black treaded tyres - Good Plus (couple of small chips on edges) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture
box with correct colour spot.
£100 - £120
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1184. Dinky 165 Humber Hawk - two-tone green, black (FACTORY ERROR ISSUE WITHOUT BLACK PANEL TO
NEARSIDE), silver trim, spun hubs - overall condition is generally Fair (does have surface corrosion) in a Fair yellow and red
carded picture box with green colour spot.
£50 - £60
1185. Dinky 167 AC Aceca Coupe - two-tone grey, red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus to
Excellent (does have small chips to rear hubs and flat spot to tyre) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot).
£60 - £70
1186. Dinky 168 Singer Gazelle - two-tone cream, brown, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus
to Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) still a nice bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red
carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £70
1187. Dinky 170 (139a) Ford Fordor Sedan - tan body, silver trim, maroon ridged hubs with black smooth tyres (small
baseplate lettering) - Fair to Good in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 139a/170 end
flaps) and 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan - two-tone cream, maroon including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver
trim - (large baseplate lettering) - Good in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£70 - £80
1188. Dinky 170 Ford Fordor Sedan - tan body, silver trim, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good Plus to Excellent
(couple of small marks on door handles) still a bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot (does have some pencil writing to non picture side) - see photo.
£70 - £90
1189. Dinky 170 Ford Fordor Sedan - Low-line two-tone salmon pink, mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres,
silver trim - Excellent (couple of small marks on door handles) - nice bright example in a Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby)
yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£110 - £130
1190. Dinky 170 Ford Fordor Sedan High-line two-tone salmon pink, mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres,
silver trim, (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus in a Fair (missing end flap) yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1191. Dinky 170 Ford Fordor Sedan Low-line two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver
trim - Good (does have small chips to most protruding edges and roof) in a generally Fair yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1192. Dinky 170 Ford Fordor Sedan High-line two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim
(large baseplate lettering) - Good (does have small marks to most protruding edges) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and
red carded picture box with blue colour spot - see photo.
£60 - £70
1193. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan - two-tone blue, light tan including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver
trim (small baseplate lettering) - Good in Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and
another but (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with blue colour spot. (2)
£80 - £100
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1194. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Low-line two-tone turquoise, red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres (large
baseplate lettering) - Good Plus to Excellent (does have a couple of small marks on rear edges) in a generally Fair yellow and
red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£90 - £110
1195. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan High-line two-tone turquoise, red including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres,
silver trim (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on door handles) in a generally Good
(slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£80 - £100
1196. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan Low-line two-tone mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver
trim (large baseplate lettering) - generally Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box - see
photo.
£100 - £120
1197. Dinky 171 Hudson Commodore Sedan High-line two-tone grey, mid-blue including ridged hubs with black smooth
tyres, silver trim, (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£80 - £90
1198. Dinky 175 Hillman Minx Saloon - two-tone green, light tan, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with white treaded
tyres - with accessory labels applied - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded
picture box with shop label to end flap - see photo.
£70 - £80
1199. Dinky 175 Hillman Minx Saloon - two-tone green, light tan, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour
spot (does have a mark to one end flap where label/tape has been partially removed) - see photo.
£80 - £100
1200. Dinky 175 Hillman Minx Saloon - two-tone green, light tan, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly stained) blue and yellow carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1201. Dinky 175 Hillman Minx Saloon - two-tone grey, mid-blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of very minor marks on protruding edges) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1202. Dinky 176 Austin A105 Saloon - grey body and ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, red roof and side flashes, silver
trim - Excellent (couple of small marks on side protruding edges) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£70 - £90
1203. Dinky 176 Austin A105 Saloon - grey including roof, red ridged hubs and side flashes, black treaded tyres, silver
trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example of a harder colour variation to find in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
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1204. Dinky 176 Austin A105 Saloon - cream, blue roof and side flashes, silver trim, light beige ridged hubs with white
treaded tyres - Good (does have small chips to all protruding edges) in a Poor to Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot; 182 Porsche 356A Coupe - light blue, beige ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - Good in a
Poor yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and another - but red (heavily faded), spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Fair including yellow and red carded picture box. (3)
£80 - £90
1205. Dinky 177 Opel Kapitan - greyish-blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent
Plus lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (small pen price mark to one end flap).
£70 - £80
1206. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) a pair (1) grey body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth
tyres - Excellent in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and (2) green, mid-green ridged hubs with
black smooth tyres - Good Plus in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. (2)
£80 - £100
1207. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - RAF blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver
trim - Excellent Plus beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot (does have a
pen price mark to non picture side).
£80 - £110
1208. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - dark blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent
Plus nice bright example of a slightly harder colour shade to find in a generally Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded
picture box with correct colour spot.
£90 - £110
1209. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - grey body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus
still a lovely bright example of a harder to find variation in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with clear colour spot - see
photo.
£90 - £110
1210. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - RAF blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint
beautiful example in a Fair late issue plain yellow and red carded picture box with blue colour spot.
£80 - £100
1211. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - light blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint
(has usual very slight discolouration on wheelarches) in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with clear colour spots.
£90 - £110
1212. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - light blue (MATT FINISH), silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red presentation window box - see photo.
£100 - £120
1213. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - light blue, silver trim, mid-blue plastic hubs with black treaded tyres (RARE
VARIATION) - Near Mint (couple of very minor marks on edges) still a superb example in a generally Excellent yellow and red
carded picture box with clear colour spot (one inner flap has very small tear) - see photo.
£120 - £150
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1214. Dinky 182 Porsche 356A Coupe - light blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good to Good
Plus still a bright example of a harder to find issue in a Fair (sellotape repaired) yellow and red carded picture box with pale
yellow colour spot - see photo.
£70 - £80
1215. Dinky 182 Porsche 356A Coupe - bright red body, silver trim, cast spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good still a
bright example of a harder to find issue in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box (does have some small
stains) - see photo.
£80 - £100
1216. Dinky 183 Fiat 600 Saloon - pale green, silver trim, grey smooth wheels - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a
generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1217. Dinky 184 Volvo 122S - red body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent
Plus (couple of small marks to bumper edges) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box (couple
of small scuffs on edges).
£80 - £90
1218. Dinky 185 Alfa Romeo 1900 Super Sprint - red body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent in a generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£80 - £90
1219. Dinky 186 Mercedes 220 SE - RAF blue (greyish-blue), off white interior, chrome trim, spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Near Mint nice bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1220. Dinky 186 Mercedes 220 SE - light blue, off white interior, chrome trim, spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent
still a nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1221. Dinky 186 Triumph Herald - two-tone white, green, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus
to Excellent (couple of small marks on roof protruding edges) in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot.
£70 - £80
1222. Dinky 189 Triumph Herald - two-tone white, light blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent Plus beautiful example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1223. Dinky 189 Triumph Herald - two-tone white with pale greyish-blue roof and lower body (usual colour variation) - silver
trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - with Dinky accessory labels applied - Good Plus to Excellent still a bright
example in a Fair plain yellow and red carded box with blue colour spot (has had some sellotape repair).
£80 - £100
1224. Dinky 194 Bentley Coupe - grey body, maroon interior, light tan tonneau, figure driver, chrome trim and spun hubs with
black treaded tyres - Good Plus to Excellent still a nice bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
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1225. Dinky 195 Jaguar 3.4 Saloon - maroon body, off white interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and 198 Rolls Royce Phantom
V - two-tone grey, red interior with figure driver, chrome trim and spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Fair including yellow and
red carded picture box. (2)
£70 - £80
1226. Dinky 197 Morris Mini Traveller - off white, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
including yellow and red carded picture box (slightly grubby around edges).
£50 - £60
1227. Dinky 199 Austin Seven Mini Countryman - pale blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent (couple of small marks to roof) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1228. Dinky 205 (230) Talbot Lago Racing Car - blue body with yellow racing number 4, silver trim, white figure driver, red
plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - Excellent (very slight discolouration to tyres) on a Fair (opened) blister card - see photo.
£120 - £150
1229. Dinky 208 (233) Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green, white racing number 6 and figure driver, silver trim, red plastic hubs
with grey treaded tyres - condition appears to be Mint (a few factory marks) on a Fair to Good (sealed) blister card.
£140 - £160
1230. Dinky 207 (232) Alfa Romeo Racing Car - red including plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres, white racing number 8 and
figure driver, silver trim - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small chips around drivers cockpit) - still a lovely
bright example in a Fair (opened) blister card.
£120 - £140
1231. Dinky 210 (239) Vanwall Racing Car - green, yellow figure driver, silver trim, racing number 35, yellow plastic hubs with
black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on edges) in a Fair (opened)
blister card.
£120 - £140
1232. Dinky 212 Ford Cortina Rally Car - off white body, black bonnet, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres, with roof light - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of small glue residue marks on rear edge) in a Good Plus
yellow and red carded box with detailed picture.
£80 - £90
1233. Dinky 214 Hillman Imp Rally Car "Rallye Monte Carlo" - blue, white side flashes, red interior, spun hubs with black
treaded tyres, racing number 35 - Excellent in a Fair yellow and red carded box with detailed picture and 250 Mini Cooper
"Police" - off white, red interior, roof box with blue light and white plastic aerial, spun hubs - Good Plus in a Fair carded picture
box. (2)
£70 - £80
1234. Dinky 215 Ford GT Racing Car - off white body with dark blue and white racing number 7 stripes, red interior, chrome
spun hubs with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good to
Good Plus presentation yellow and red window box - see photo.
£50 - £60
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1235. Dinky 230 (23k) Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, yellow racing
number 4, white figure driver, silver trim - Excellent (couple of small chips to front and rear edges) in a Fair to Good yellow and
red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 23k/230 end flaps) - see photo.
£70 - £80
1236. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue body, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim, red plastic
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Excellent Plus (very slight discolouration to tyres) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red
carded picture box.
£120 - £140
1237. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue including plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres (RARE VARIATION TO
FIND), yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim - Excellent (couple of very minor marks) still a beautiful example in
a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£200 - £300
1238. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago - mid-blue body, yellow racing number 4 and plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres (RARE
VARIATION), white figure driver, silver trim - Excellent Plus beautiful example in a generally Good Plus late issue plain yellow
and red carded box - see photo.
£200 - £300
1239. Dinky 231 Maserati Racing Car - red, white figure driver and flash, racing number 9, silver trim, plastic hubs with
reproduction grey tyres - Fair in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box and 232 Alfa Romeo - red, white figure driver and
racing number 8, silver trim, ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus in a Poor to Fair yellow and red carded
picture box. (2)
£60 - £70
1240. Dinky 231 Maserati Racing Car - red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, white figure driver, flash and
racing number 9, silver trim - Excellent (couple of small marks around hubs) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (does
have some pen graffiti to one end flap).
£60 - £70
1241. Dinky 231 Maserati Racing Car - red body, white racing number 9, figure driver and flash, silver trim, yellow plastic
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Excellent (very slight loss of paint to drivers helmet) in a Good to Good Plus (slightly grubby)
yellow and red carded picture box.
£110 - £130
1242. Dinky 231 Maserati Racing Car - red, white racing number 9, figure driver and flash, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with
grey treaded tyres - Good (does have some very light fading and loss of paint to drivers helmet) in a Fair to Good (complete)
plain yellow and red carded box.
£50 - £70
1243. Dinky 232 Alfa Romeo Racing Car - red, white racing number 8 and figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with
grey treaded tyres - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£60 - £70
1244. Dinky 232 Alfa Romeo Racing Car - red including plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres, white racing number 8 and
figure driver, silver trim - Good still a bright example in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£80 - £90
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1245. Dinky 232 Alfa Romeo Racing Car - red including plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres, white racing number 8 and
figure driver, silver trim - Excellent (slight loss of paint to drivers helmet) still a nice bright example in a Fair to Good (complete)
yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£80 - £110
1246. Dinky 23g (233) Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green body, mid-green ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, white racing
number 6 and figure driver, silver trim (233 baseplate lettering) - Excellent (couple of small marks to drivers helmet) in a Fair to
Good (complete) 23g yellow and red carded picture box.
£60 - £70
1247. Dinky 233 Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green, white racing number 6 and figure driver, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres, silver trim - Good (does have loss of paint to drivers helmet) in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture
box.
£60 - £70
1248. Dinky 233 Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green, white racing number 6 and figure driver, silver trim, pale yellow plastic
hubs with grey treaded tyres (RARE VARIATION) - overall condition is generally Excellent (very slight discolouration to driver
and small chips to helmet) still a lovely bright example in a Good (stained) yellow and red carded picture box.
£150 - £200
1249. Dinky 233 Cooper Bristol Racing Car - red, white racing number 6 and figure driver, silver trim, red plastic hubs with
grey treaded tyres - Excellent lovely bright example in a Good Plus late issue plain yellow and red carded box.
£120 - £150
1250. Dinky 234 Ferrari Racing Car - blue body with RARE yellow triangle nose, racing number 5 and ridged hubs with grey
treaded tyres, white figure driver - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips to drivers helmet) in a Good yellow and red
carded picture box (small pen graffiti to end flap).
£80 - £110
1251. Dinky 234 Ferrari Racing Car - RARE variation with yellow triangle nose, racing number 5 and plastic hubs with grey
treaded tyres, white figure driver - Good Plus still a superb example in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box
(does have some pencil graffiti to non picture side).
£130 - £160
1252. Dinky 234 Ferrari Racing Car RARE VARIATION - with yellow triangle nose, racing number 5, white figure driver,
mid-blue plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Excellent (couple of very small marks to front nose
protruding edge and drivers helmet) in a Good to Good Plus later issue yellow carded picture box - see photo.
£240 - £300
1253. Dinky 235 (23j) HWM Racing Car - pale green, yellow racing number 7, white figure driver, silver trim, mid-green ridged
hubs with grey treaded tyres, (23j baseplate lettering) - Good to Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with
harder to find (dual numbered 23j/235 end flaps).
£50 - £60
1254. Dinky 236 Connaught Racing Car - green, red interior with white figure driver, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth
tyres, racing number 32 to sides and front - Good to Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded
picture box and 237 Mercedes Racer - white body, red interior and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, yellow figure driver,
silver trim, racing number 30 - Good (does have small chips to most protruding edges) in a generally Good (slightly creased)
yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. (2)
£80 - £90
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1255. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, white figure driver - Good
(driver does have some slight fatigue) in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1256. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, yellow figure driver, blue plastic hubs - Good Plus (does have some
small chips on rear edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (does have some graffiti to non picture side).
£80 - £110
1257. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, white figure driver, yellow plastic hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus (couple of small marks on rear fin) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£100 - £120
1258. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, white figure driver, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good to Good Plus still a nice bright example of a harder issue to find in a Good (slightly stained) blue and yellow carded
picture box.
£80 - £100
1259. Dinky 239 Vanwall Racing Car - green body with silver trim, yellow figure driver, racing number 35, green plastic
hubs - Good still a bright example of a harder issue to find in a Good (slightly grubby) blue and yellow carded picture box.
£80 - £90
1260. Dinky 240 Cooper Racing Car - blue including plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, chrome spun hubs with
black treaded tyres, racing number 20; another same as previous - conditions are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus in
generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture boxes. (2)
£70 - £80
1261. Dinky 241 Lotus Racing Car - green including plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, racing number 7 labels,
chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box and 243 BRM Racing
Car - metallic green, yellow plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, racing number 27 decals, spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Excellent in a Fair to Good (small tears on end flaps) yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£70 - £80
1262. Dinky 241 Lotus Racing Car - green including plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, racing number 24 decals,
chrome spun hubs - Good Plus to Excellent (does have wear to side decals) in an Excellent Plus yellow and red carded picture
box with original pencil price mark to end flap.
£40 - £50
1263. Dinky 242 Ferrari Racing Car - red including plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, racing number 36, chrome
spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good presentation yellow and red window box
(does have marks to top where tape has been removed) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1264. Dinky 242 Ferrari Racing Car - red including plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, racing number 36, chrome
spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good still a bright example in a Fair hard to find EXPORT ISSUE gold, black and red
presentation window box.
£50 - £60
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1265. Dinky 243 BRM Racing Car - green, yellow plastic detachable engine cover, figure driver, racing number 7 decals,
spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Near Mint in a Fair EXPORT ISSUE gold, red and black presentation window box - see
photo.
£50 - £60
1266. Dinky 254 Austin "Taxi" - dark blue body, silver trim, black base, interior and figure driver, mid-blue ridged hubs with
smooth tyres - Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£50 - £60
1267. Dinky 254 Austin "Taxi" - two-tone green, yellow including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, black base,
interior and figure driver - Excellent (couple of very small marks on hubs) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box
with clear colour spot.
£70 - £80
1268. Dinky 254 Austin "Taxi" - black body, silver trim, dark grey base, interior and figure driver, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Good Plus still a nice bright example of a harder to find issue in a Fair (replacement inner flaps) yellow and red
carded picture box with clear colour spot.
£70 - £80
1269. Dinky 256 Humber Hawk "Police" Car - black body, silver trim, pale cream interior with 2 x figures, spun hubs with
treaded tyres, "Police" roof box, grey plastic aerial - Good in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box and 257 Nash
Rambler "Fire Chief" - red including solid roof light, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with white treaded tyres - Fair to Good still a
bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£80 - £90
1270. Dinky 258 Cadillac "USA Police" Car - black, off white interior, red solid roof light, silver trim, white plastic aerial, spun
hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box.
£90 - £110
1271. Dinky 258 De Soto Fireflite "Police" Car - black body, white door panels, off white interior, spun hubs with treaded
tyres, red roof light, grey plastic aerial - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and
red carded picture box.
£80 - £100
1272. Dinky 258 Dodge Royal Sedan "USA Police" Car - black body, white door panels, off white interior, chrome spun hubs
with treaded tyres, red roof light, grey plastic aerial - Good to Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair to Good (complete)
yellow and red carded picture box.
£80 - £90
1273. Dinky 258 Ford Fairlane "USA Police" Car - black, white door panels, red interior and solid roof light, silver trim, grey
plastic aerial, spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded
picture box - displays well.
£90 - £110
1274. Dinky 262 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - "PTT" - yellow, black, Speedwheels - Good Plus still a lovely bright example,
carded base is Excellent Plus, bubble is Good - see photo.
£40 - £50
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1275. Dinky 264 Ford Fairlane "RCMP - Royal Canadian Mounted Police" - dark blue body, white door panels, off white
interior with 2 x figures, silver trim, red solid roof light, grey plastic aerial, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips on side protruding edges and small red paint mark to base) in a generally Good
Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£80 - £100
1276. Dinky 265 Plymouth Plaza "USA Taxi" - yellow, red upper, off white interior and roof box, silver trim, chrome spun hubs
with white treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded
picture box.
£80 - £100
1277. Dinky 266 Plymouth Plaza "Canadian Taxi" - yellow, red, off white interior and roof box, silver trim, chrome spun hubs
with white treaded tyres - Good Plus (does have some small chips on front and rear edges) in a Poor yellow and red carded
picture box.
£50 - £60
1278. Dinky 269 Jaguar "Motorway Police" Car - white body, off white interior with 2 x figures, solid blue roof light, grey plastic
aerial, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Good (does have some very small
staining) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1279. Dinky 344 Plymouth Estate Car - tan body, light beige ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, wood effect side
panels - Good Plus to Excellent (does have some paint flaws to roof) in a generally Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red
carded picture box.
£50 - £70
1280. Dinky 344 Plymouth Estate Car - tan body, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, wood effect side
panels - Good Plus still a bright example of a RARE hard to find issue in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded
picture box - see photo.
£130 - £150
1281. Dinky 476 Morris Oxford (Bullnose) - pale yellow, blue, red spoked wheels, grey plastic canopy, with figure
driver - Good Plus (does have some loss of chrome in places) in a Fair yellow and red presentation window box and 342 Austin
Mini Moke - metallic green, dark grey plastic canopy, chrome spun hubs, silver trim - Good in a Fair carded box with detailed
picture. (2)
£60 - £70
1282. Dinky 280 Observation Coach - grey body, red side flashes and ridged hubs with treaded tyres, silver trim - Excellent
(couple of very small roof marks) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£60 - £70
1283. Dinky 281 (29g) Luxury Coach - fawn body, orange side flashes, silver trim, cream (light beige) ridged hubs with
smooth tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box
with correct colour spot - harder to find issue with (dual numbered 29g/281 end flaps).
£50 - £70
1284. Dinky 281 (29g) Luxury Coach - maroon including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, cream flashes, silver trim - Good to
Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot - with (dual numbered
29g/281 end flaps) and 283 Airport Coach "BOAC" - blue, white, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus
(does have some very light staining to roof) in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£70 - £80
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1285. Dinky 281 Luxury Coach - mid-blue body, cream side flashes, pale yellow ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver
trim - Good (does have small chips to most edges) still a bright example of a harder colour variation to find in a Fair (sellotape
repaired) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£60 - £80
1286. Dinky 282 (29h) Duple Roadmaster Coach - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim and side
flashes - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with
harder to find (dual numbered 29h/282 end flaps).
£60 - £70
1287. Dinky 282 Duple Roadmaster Coach - yellow, red flashes and ridged hubs with treaded tyres, silver trim - Good still a
bright example of a harder issue to find in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot.
£70 - £80
1288. Dinky 289 London Transport Routemaster Bus "Esso Safety Grip Tyres" - red body, pale grey (off white) interior, silver
trim, cast detailed hubs - Good in a Good Plus carded picture box and 293 Leyland Atlantean "BP Corporation Transport"
Bus - two-tone off white, green, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Good in a Fair 292 yellow and red
carded picture box. (2)
£50 - £60
1289. Dinky 290 Double Decker Bus "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver (type 3)
grille - Good to Good Plus in a Good (slightly grubby) late issue plain yellow and red carded box and 291 "Exide Batteries" - red
including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres (harder variation to find) - Fair including yellow and red carded picture box (badly
stained). (2)
£70 - £80
1290. Dinky 291 Double Decker London Bus "Exide Batteries" - red body and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver
trim, black destination boards with 73 - overall condition is generally Good (model is faded) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow
and red carded picture box.
£30 - £40
1291. Dinky 295 Standard Atlas Bus - two-tone grey, drab blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent in a Fair plain yellow and red carded box.
£50 - £60
1292. Dinky 295 Standard Atlas Bus - two-tone grey, light blue, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) plain yellow and red carded box.
£60 - £70
1293. Dinky 295 Standard Atlas Bus RARE ISSUE - light blue body, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small marks on protruding edges) in a generally Good to Good Plus plain
yellow and red carded box.
£80 - £90
1294. Dinky Military 601 Austin Para-Moke - green body, grey plastic canopy, cast spun hubs complete with parachute and
instruction leaflet - overall condition is generally Excellent Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded box with detailed picture and 621
Bedford Covered Wagon - green including metal tilt and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, tow hook, harder to find variation
with windows, figure driver - Excellent in a Fair plain yellow and red carded box. (2)
£70 - £80
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1295. Dinky 603 Army Personnel - Private (seated) containing 12 pieces - which are generally Good Plus to Excellent Plus (a
couple have very slight corrosion) in a generally Good yellow and green presentation lift off lid box.
£40 - £50
1296. Dinky Military 622 Foden 10-ton Covered Truck - green including metal tilt and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres,
tow hook, figure driver - Good Plus still a lovely bright example that displays well in a Good Plus yellow and red lift off lid box
with detailed picture (blue base).
£70 - £80
1297. Dinky Military 651 Centurion Tank - green including plastic rollers with black rubber tracks - Good in a Good Plus
yellow and red lift off lid box with detailed picture and 686 25-pounder Field Gun - green including ridged hubs with black
treaded tyres - Near Mint in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£80 - £90
1298. Dinky Military 651 Centurion Tank - green including plastic rollers with black rubber tracks - Excellent Plus lovely bright
example in a generally Good Plus carded box with detailed picture - see photo.
£80 - £100
1299. Dinky Military 666 Missile Erector Vehicle with Corporal Missile and Launching Platform - finished in green including
hubs, with windows, figure driver, with white and black missile - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have
some rusting to bare metal parts) in a generally Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with correct inner packing piece
and instruction folded leaflet - see photo.
£100 - £120
1300. Dinky Military 674 Austin Champ - green including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, figure driver - Excellent Plus in
a Good yellow and red carded picture box and 686 25-pounder Field Gun - green including plastic hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent Plus in an Excellent yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£60 - £70
1301. Dinky Military 686 25-pounder Field Gun - green including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent (does have
a small surface corrosion mark to shield) in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box and 692 Medium Gun - green
including Supertoy hubs, treaded tyres (black side flash) - Excellent in a Good Plus to Excellent plain yellow and red carded
box. (2)
£70 - £80
1302. Dinky Military 695 Gift Set to include Tractor - green including metal tilt and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres,
tow hook, figure driver and 7.2 Howitzer Gun - green including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus still
bright examples, carded base and inner tray are Fair to Good, yellow and red lift off lid with detailed picture is Fair - still a bright
example of a harder set to find.
£120 - £140
1303. Dinky Military 697 Field Gun Set to include Quad Tractor (without windows), figure driver; Ammunition Trailer and Field
Gun - all are finished in green with ridged hubs and black treaded tyres - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus, blue
carded base with packing piece is Good, yellow lift off lid is Fair to Good (does have some stains) - see photo.
£60 - £70
1304. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 054 Standard Herald Mark II - silver, off white interior, solid wheels (Dinky Toys
baseplate) - Excellent in a Good (grubby) carded box with detailed picture.
£90 - £110
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1305. Dinky 134 Triumph Vitesse - metallic aqua, white side flashes, red interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres - Fair in a generally Good RARE (Indian) Dinky Toys carded box with S. Kumar & Co Ltd/Meccano Ltd text - see
photo.
£80 - £100
1306. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 186 Mercedes 220 SE - silver, chrome trim, solid wheels - Good Plus (does have some roof marks)
in a Fair carded box with detailed picture.
£70 - £80
1307. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 194 Bentley Type S Coupe - silver including interior, black tonneau, plastic figure driver, solid
wheels - Good Plus (does have chip to bonnet) in a Fair carded box with detailed picture.
£70 - £80
1308. Dinky 238 (Nicky Toys) Jaguar Type D Racing Car - green, ridged hubs, racing number 35 (without figure driver and
steering wheel) - otherwise Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair carded box with detailed picture.
£50 - £60
1309. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 238 Jaguar Type D empty box only - which is Poor to Fair and unboxed Standard Atlas - metallic
red, silver trim, solid wheels - Good Plus. (2)
£50 - £60
1310. Dinky 239 Vanwall Racing Car - green, yellow figure driver and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim, racing
number 35 - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of very minor marks) in a RARE (Indian) - S. Kumar & Co Ltd/Meccano Ltd picture
box showing correct model illustration.
£120 - £140
1311. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 239 Vanwall Racing Car - silver, black solid wheels, blue figure driver, racing number 35 - (Dinky
Toys baseplate) - Good Plus still a bright example in a Fair (slightly crushed) carded box with detailed picture.
£70 - £80
1312. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 295 Standard Atlas - light greyish-blue, pale grey interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs - Good
Plus in a Fair carded picture box with (Dinky Toys) text - see photo.
£80 - £90
1313. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 295 Standard Atlas "Ambulance" - white, pale grey interior, green tinted windows, blue roof light,
silver trim, red cross to roof, sides and rear, solid wheels - Good in a generally Good (slightly grubby) carded box with detailed
picture.
£80 - £100
1314. Dinky (Nicky Toys) 693 7.2 Howitzer Gun - gloss green including hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus in a
Fair (crushed) carded box with detailed picture and 735 Gloster Javelin - silver with roundels to sides and wings - Good Plus in
a Poor to Fair carded box with detailed picture. (2)
£70 - £80
1315. Dinky 14c Coventry Climax Forklift Truck - burnt orange, black mast, green forks and ridged hubs, light tan figure
driver - Fair including orange lift off lid box with paper label and 252 (25v) Bedford Refuse Wagon - light tan body, green metal
side slides, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture
box (does have graffiti). (2)
£70 - £80
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1316. Dinky 25x Commer Breakdown Lorry - dark brown cab and chassis, green back and jib, white "Dinky Service" text,
silver trim, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good to Good Plus (couple of small chips on wheelarches) in a generally Good
orange lift off lid box with paper label - see photo.
£60 - £70
1317. Dinky 190 Caravan group of 3 - (1) two-tone mid-blue, cream, light beige ridged hubs, black metal jockey wheel; (2)
same as (1) but two-tone yellow, cream and (3) same as (2) but knobbly grey plastic jockey wheel - conditions are generally
Fair to Good Plus in Poor to Fair boxes (some with incorrect colour spots). (3)
£80 - £90
1318. Dinky 190 Caravan - two-tone cream, yellow, knobbly grey plastic jockey wheel, RARE VARIATION with chrome spun
hubs, black treaded tyres - overall condition is generally Fair to Good (does have small chips to all edges) in a Poor plain yellow
and red carded box.
£60 - £70
1319. Dinky 250 Streamlined Fire Engine - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim and ladder with bell - Good
Plus still a bright example in a Good Plus plain yellow and red carded box (does have some pen graffiti to one end flap).
£50 - £60
1320. Dinky 251 Aveling Barford Diesel Roller - green including canopy, light tan figure driver, metal tow hook and red
wheels - Excellent Plus a beautiful example in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£50 - £60
1321. Dinky 252 Bedford Refuse Wagon - light tan, light green side slides, red ridged hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent (does have some small marks on protruding top edges) in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture
box - displays well.
£80 - £100
1322. Dinky 253 Daimler "Ambulance" - cream body, silver trim, red side crosses and ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good
Plus in a generally Fair to Good (complete) plain yellow and red carded box and 255 Land Rover "Mersey Tunnel Police" - red
including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent nice bright example in a generally Good (slightly
grubby) yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£80 - £100
1323. Dinky 253 Daimler "Ambulance" - white body, with windows, red crosses to sides and ridged hubs with black treaded
tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1324. Dinky 260 Morris Commercial "Royal Mail" Van - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black roof panel, silver
trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box.
£60 - £70
1325. Dinky 261 Morris "Post Office Telephones" Service Van - green including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black roof
panel with chrome ladders - Excellent (couple of small marks on roof) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture
box.
£50 - £60
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1326. Dinky 273 Mini "RAC Road Service" Van - blue body and plastic header, white roof, red interior, silver trim, chrome
spun hubs - Good Plus (does have some staining to roof) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture
box with small pencil price mark to end flap.
£60 - £70
1327. Dinky 274 Mini "AA Patrol Service" Van - yellow body and roof header, blue interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with
black treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus (does have some small surface corrosion marks) in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow
and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1328. Dinky 276 Airport Fire Tender - red, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres, with bell, amber roof light
and grey plastic nozzle - Good to Good Plus (does have small chips on most edges) in a Fair to Good yellow and red
presentation window box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1329. Dinky 343 Dodge Farm Produce Wagon - green cab, chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres,
silver trim, metal tow hook; another - red cab and chassis, blue stake back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres; 190
Caravan - two-tone mid-blue, cream, light beige ridged hubs, black metal jockey wheel - conditions appear to be generally Fair
to Good Plus in generally Poor to Fair yellow and red carded picture boxes. (3)
£70 - £90
1330. Dinky 343 Dodge Farm Produce Wagon - green cab and chassis, yellow stake back and plastic hubs with black
treaded tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Excellent Plus lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded
picture box (very small pencil graffiti to one end flap).
£80 - £100
1331. Dinky 400 BEV Electric Truck - mid-blue including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres (harder variation to find), light
tan figure driver, metal tow hook - Near Mint in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct inner
packing piece - see photo.
£60 - £80
1332. Dinky 405 Universal Jeep - green body, maroon ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook, windscreen and
steering wheel - Good still a bright example of a harder wheel variation to find in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded
picture box with correct colour spot.
£70 - £80
1333. Dinky 405 Universal Jeep - green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook, steering wheel and
windscreen - Good Plus to Excellent bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot and another but red including ridged hubs, black treaded tyres, metal tow hook, steering wheels and
windscreen - Good Plus a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with red/green colour spots - see photo.
(2)
£80 - £100
1334. Dinky 405 Universal Jeep - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook, steering wheel and
windscreen - Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot and another but with mid-blue
ridged hubs, smooth tyres - Good in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box with green colour spot. (2)
£70 - £80
1335. Dinky 405 Universal Jeep - red including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook, steering wheel and
windscreen - Fair to Good still a bright example of a harder to find issue in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box with clear
colour spot.
£40 - £50
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1336. Dinky 409 Bedford Articulated Lorry - deep yellow, black, red ridged and Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow
hook - Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good blue and yellow lift off lid box with picture to sides - see photo.
£50 - £70
1337. Dinky 410 Bedford End Tipper - red including hubs (factory error with plastic to rear only), black treaded tyres, cream
back, with windows - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot.
£90 - £110
1338. Dinky 411 Bedford Open Back Truck - mid-green including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook - Excellent
Plus a beautiful example in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£80 - £100
1339. Dinky 412 (30j) Austin Open Back Wagon - blue body, mid-blue ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, metal tow
hook - Excellent (does have box rub wear mark to roof) in a Fair (missing one end flap) yellow and red carded picture box with
(dual numbered 30j/412 end flap) - correct colour spot and another but 412 - maroon, red ridged hubs - Fair to Good still a
bright example in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. (2)
£70 - £80
1340. Dinky 412 (30j) Austin Open Back Truck - blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook - Good Plus to
Excellent (does have small chips on protruding side edges) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with
harder to find (dual numbered 30j/412 end flaps) - with correct colour spot.
£50 - £70
1341. Dinky 412 (30j) Austin Open Back Wagon - blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook - Good Plus
still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with red colour spot (dual numbered 30j/412 end flaps).
£50 - £60
1342. Dinky 412 Austin Open Back Wagon - pale yellow (lemon) body, mid-green ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, metal
tow hook - Good Plus still a superb example in a generally Excellent yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour
spot - see photo.
£150 - £200
1343. Dinky 413 (30s) Austin Covered Wagon - maroon body, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres, light tan metal tilt, tow
hook - Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual
numbered 30s/413 end flaps) - with correct colour spot.
£50 - £70
1344. Dinky 413 Austin Covered Wagon - mid-blue body, pale yellow (lemon) ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, cream
metal tilt, tow hook - Excellent Plus lovely bright example of a harder to find issue in a generally Excellent (couple of small
scuffs on edges) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot - see photo.
£300 - £400
1345. Dinky 413 Austin Covered Wagon - dark red body and ridged hubs, bright red metal tilt, tow hook - Fair in a Poor
yellow and red carded picture box and 414 Dodge Tipping Wagon - dark burnt orange, mid-green back and ridged hubs with
smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair (missing end flap) yellow and red carded picture box
with incorrect colour spot. (2)
£70 - £80
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1346. Dinky 414 Dodge Rear Tipping Wagon - mid-blue cab, chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, grey
tipper - Excellent Plus beautiful example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with correct
colour spot.
£70 - £80
1347. Dinky 415 Mechanical Horse and Open Wagon Trailer - mid-blue unit and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, cream Open
Back Trailer, silver trim with "20" rear decal - Excellent (couple of small marks on trailer edges) in a Good (slightly grubby)
yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1348. Dinky 420 Forward Control Lorry a pair (1) red body, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow
hook - Good to Good Plus (does have small chips on rear edges) in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot and (2) mid-green, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, tow hook - Excellent in a Poor yellow and
red carded picture box with incorrect colour spot. (2)
£70 - £80
1349. Dinky 421 Electric Articulated "British Railways" Lorry - maroon, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow
hook - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box and 422 Fordson Thames
Flat Truck - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Good to Good Plus in a Fair to Good
(complete) yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. (2)
£80 - £90
1350. Dinky 422 Fordson Thames Flat Truck - a pair (1) dark green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, tow hook,
silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent still a lovely bright example in a Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with
correct colour spot (dual numbered 30r/422 end flaps) and (2) same as (1) but red including ridged hubs with smooth
tyres - Good still a bright example in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot. (2)
£80 - £100
1351. Dinky 429 Trailer group of 3 - (1) red including ridged hubs, smooth tyres, metal tow hook and drawbar; (2) same as (1)
but dark green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres and (3) same as (2) - conditions appear to be generally Good Plus still
nice bright examples in generally Fair to Good yellow and red carded picture boxes with correct colour spots. (3)
£70 - £80
1352. Dinky 429 Trailer - red including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, metal tow hook and drawbar - Excellent still a
superb example of a RARE VARIATION issue, comes in a Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box with correct colour spot
(original pencil price mark to one end flap) - see photo.
£80 - £90
1353. Dinky 425 Bedford TK Coal Truck "Hall & Co" - red cab, back, plastic hubs and header, blue interior, silver trim, black
front bumper - comes with 4 x coal sacks and scales - overall condition is generally Good still a bright example in a Good to
Good Plus yellow and red lift off lid box with detailed picture - see photo.
£60 - £70
1354. Dinky 430 Commer Breakdown Lorry "Dinky Service" - a pair (1) tan cab and chassis, mid-green back and jib, silver
trim, red ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good Plus still a bright example and (2) same as (1) but with windows and
treaded tyres - Fair to Good, blue and yellow lift off lid boxes are Good to Good Plus. (2)
£80 - £90
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1355. Dinky 433 Guy (2nd Type) Flat Truck with Tailboard - blue cab and chassis, orange back, silver trim, mid-blue Supertoy
hubs with smooth tyres, metal tow hook - Good (does have some scratches to cab roof) in a Fair blue and yellow lift off lid
box - see photo.
£50 - £60
1356. Dinky 435 Bedford TK Tipper - yellow cab with black ribbed roof, red interior and plastic hubs, black chassis, silver trim
and back with yellow plastic doors (one is replacement) - otherwise condition is generally Good in a Fair yellow and red carded
picture box.
£40 - £50
1357. Dinky 436 Atlas Copco Compressor Lorry - yellow, silver trim, chrome hubs with black treaded tyres - Good to Good
Plus in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£40 - £50
1358. Dinky 440 Studebaker "Mobilgas" Tanker - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (type 1
"Mobilgas") - Fair including yellow and red carded picture box and another but 442 "Esso" - red including ridged hubs, silver trim
and filler caps - Fair to Good including yellow and red carded picture box - see photo. (2)
£60 - £70
1359. Dinky 440 Studebaker "Mobilgas" Tanker - red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim and filler caps
(2nd type decals) - Good Plus in a Fair to Good (complete) plain yellow and red carded box.
£50 - £60
1360. Dinky 440 Studebaker "Mobilgas" Tanker - red including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim and filler caps,
(type 2 Mobilgas decals) - Good Plus still a bright example in a generally Fair to Good (complete) plain yellow and red carded
box.
£60 - £70
1361. Dinky 441 (30pa) Studebaker "Castrol" Tanker - mid-green including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim and filler
caps - Good Plus (some very small paint flaws to roof) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box
with harder to find (dual numbered 30pa/441 end flaps).
£70 - £80
1362. Dinky 443 Studebaker "National Benzole Mixture" - yellow including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim and filler
caps - Good Plus to Excellent (does have flat spot to rear tyres) still a nice bright example in a generally Fair to Good
(complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1363. Dinky 450 (31a) Trojan "Esso" Van - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, white side flashes, silver trim - Good
Plus still a nice bright example in a Good yellow and red carded picture box (small tear to one end flap) with harder to find (dual
numbered 31a/450 end flaps).
£70 - £80
1364. Dinky 451 Trojan "Dunlop" Van - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus (sun faded) in a
Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box and 454 "Drink Cydrax" - mid-green including ridged hubs with smooth tyres,
silver trim - Excellent nice bright example in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£80 - £90
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1365. Dinky 452 (31c) Trojan "Chivers Jellies" - green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent a
beautiful example in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 31c/452
end flaps).
£60 - £70
1366. Dinky 455 Trojan "Brooke Bond Tea" Van - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple
of small chips to rear edges) in a generally Good to Good Plus (some small scuffs around edges) yellow and red carded picture
box.
£70 - £80
1367. Dinky 455 Trojan "Brooke Bond Tea" Van - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent Plus
beautiful example in a generally Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box (couple of small scuffs to edges).
£80 - £90
1368. Dinky 465 Morris Commercial "Have a Capstan" Van - two-tone blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver
trim - Good Plus still a beautiful example that displays well in a Good yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£90 - £110
1369. Dinky 470 Austin "Shell/BP" Van - two-tone green, red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus
(couple of very small marks to roof) still a lovely bright example in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded
picture box.
£60 - £70
1370. Dinky 471 Austin "Nestle's" Van - red, silver trim, yellow ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - Good Plus still a bright
example in a generally Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1371. Dinky 472 Austin "Raleigh Cycles" - dark green, yellow ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a
lovely bright example in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £70
1372. Dinky 480 Bedford "Kodak" Delivery Van - yellow, silver trim, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus (couple of
small marks on protruding edges) in a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box and another but 481
"Ovaltine" - mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Excellent (couple of small marks on door protruding
edges) still a bright example in a Fair (complete) yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£80 - £110
1373. Dinky 482 Bedford "Dinky Toys" Delivery Van - two-tone yellow, ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good still a bright
example (small roof marks) in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1374. Dinky 490 (30v) Electric Dairy Van "Express Dairy" - cream body, red base, interior and ridged hubs with smooth
tyres - Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find (dual numbered
30v/490 end flaps) - see photo.
£60 - £70
1375. Dinky 490 (30v) Electric Dairy Van "Express Dairy" - cream, red interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus
to Excellent (couple of very minor marks on protruding edges) in a Good yellow and red carded picture box with harder to find
(dual numbered 30v/490 end flaps).
£70 - £80
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1376. Dinky 491 Electric Dairy Van "Job's Dairy" - cream, red interior and ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent
(couple of small marks to roof) in a Fair (detached end flap) plain yellow and red carded box with "(NCB)" carded box - see
photo.
£80 - £100
1377. Dinky 492 (34c) Loudspeaker Van - blue body, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim and
speakers - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on edges) in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded
picture box with harder to find (dual numbered 34c/492 end flaps) - see photo.
£70 - £80
1378. Dinky 492 Election Mini "Vote for Somebody" - white, red interior, chrome spun hubs, orange plastics and speakers,
with extra figure (mike lead is partially broken) - otherwise condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips
on edges) in a Fair presentation yellow and red window box - see photo.
£70 - £80
1379. Dinky 501 Foden (1st Type) - brown cab, back and ridged hubs with herringbone tyres, black chassis without tow hook,
silver trim and side flashes - overall condition is generally Fair (does have a label and silver paint to rear tailgate) in a Fair buff
lift off lid box with paper label - see photo.
£60 - £70
1380. Dinky 512 Guy (2nd Type) Flat Truck - mid-blue cab, chassis and Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, red back, silver
trim, tow hook - Good still a bright example in a Fair (complete) buff lift off lid box with paper label.
£60 - £70
1381. Dinky 513 Guy (1st Type) Flat Truck with Tailboard - two-tone green, Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim,
metal tow hook - Good still a bright example in a Fair buff lift off lid box with paper labels.
£60 - £70
1382. Dinky 513 Guy (1st Type) Flat Truck with Tailboard - grey cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth
tyres, silver trim, metal tow hook - Fair to Good still a bright example in a Fair lift off lid box with paper label.
£50 - £70
1383. Dinky 514 Guy (1st Type) - "Slumberland" - red including ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Fair to Good (does have
chips to all edges) in a Fair blue lift off lid box with paper label - see photo.
£80 - £100
1384. Dinky 514 Guy (1st Type) - "Lyons Swiss Rolls" - blue, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus
still a lovely bright example in a generally Good Plus blue lift off lid box with paper label - see photo.
£400 - £500
1385. Dinky 521 Bedford Articulated Lorry - red, black including ridged hubs with treaded and smooth tyres, metal tow
hook - Fair including buff lift off lid box with paper label and 532 Leyland Comet Wagon with hinged tailboard - green cab and
chassis, red back, silver trim, cream Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres - Fair including lift off lid box with paper label. (2)
£60 - £70
1386. Dinky 532 Big Bedford Lorry - maroon cab and chassis, tan back and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver
trim, tow hook - Good Plus (couple of small chips on protruding edges) in a Good Plus blue lift off lid box with paper label.
£70 - £90
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1387. Dinky 522 Big Bedford Lorry - blue cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver
trim, tow hook - Good Plus to Excellent (does have a small touch up mark on passengers door) in a generally Good blue lift off
lid box with paper label, comes with small inner packing piece - see photo.
£70 - £80
1388. Dinky 533 Leyland Comet Cement Wagon "Ferrocrete Saves Time/Blue Circle Portland Cement" - yellow including
Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Fair to Good blue lift off lid box
with paper label - still displays well - see photo.
£70 - £80
1389. Dinky 562 Dumper Truck - yellow, red metal wheels, black seat and steering wheel with light tan figure driver, tow
hook - Good (does have some small chips to dumper edges) in a Fair lift off lid box with paper label and 571 Coles Mobile
Crane - black, yellow including jib, bright yellow plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - Poor to Fair (harder to find variation with
plastic hubs) in a Fair lift off lid box with inner packing piece - see photo. (2)
£50 - £60
1390. Dinky 582 Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter - light blue including trailer with fawn platforms, mid-blue Supertoy and
ridged hubs with smooth tyres, twin rivet sides (582 baseplate lettering) - Good in a Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid
box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1391. Dinky 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer a pair - (1) green, cream hull, orange trailer with smooth grey plastic wheels,
knobbly grey jockey wheel - trailer is Good Plus, boat is Excellent in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box and (2) another
same as previous but orange trailer with knobbly black plastic wheels (including jockey) - trailer is Good Plus to Excellent, boat
is Excellent Plus in a generally Good yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£60 - £70
1392. Dinky 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer - darker green, cream hull, orange trailer with grey smooth wheels (knobbly
grey plastic jockey wheel) - trailer is Good Plus, boat is Excellent Plus in a Fair yellow and red carded picture box and another
but yellow, cream hull, orange trailer with knobbly black plastic wheels (including jockey) - Good Plus still a bright example in a
Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box. (2)
£70 - £80
1393. Dinky 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer - yellow, cream hull, orange trailer with knobbly black plastic wheels (including
jockey) - trailer is Good Plus, boat is Excellent Plus in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see
photo.
£50 - £60
1394. Dinky 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer - red, cream hull, orange trailer with knobbly black plastic wheels (including
jockey) - trailer is Good, boat is Excellent Plus in a generally Good (slightly creased on end flap) yellow and red carded picture
box.
£50 - £60
1395. Dinky 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer - red, cream hull, orange trailer with knobbly black plastic wheels (later issue
trailer with solid jockey wheel) - trailer and boat are generally Excellent in a Good Plus to Excellent yellow and red carded
picture box.
£70 - £80
1396. Dinky 796 Healey Sports Boat on Trailer - red, cream hull, orange trailer with knobbly black plastic wheels (later issue
trailer with solid jockey wheel) - trailer is Good to Good Plus with an Excellent Plus boat - contained in a Fair rare and hard to
find EXPORT ISSUE gold, red and black presentation window box - see photo.
£70 - £80
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1397. Dinky 905 Foden (2nd Type) Flat Truck with chains - maroon cab, chassis, back and Supertoy hubs with black treaded
tyres, silver trim, tow hook - Good (does have chips to all edges) in a generally Good blue and white striped lift off lid box (does
have a mark to lid where label has been removed from corner) - with harder to find (dual numbered 505/905 end) - see photo.
£70 - £80
1398. Dinky 934 Leyland Octopus Wagon - yellow cab, chassis, green back and flashes, red Supertoy hubs with black
treaded tyres, tow hook - Fair to Good still a bright example in a generally Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid
box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1399. Dinky 955 Fire Engine with Extending Ladder - red including Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver trim and
ladders, 2 x bells - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on front and rear edges) - still displays well in a Good (slightly
grubby) blue and white striped lift off lid box with harder to find (dual numbered 555/955 end).
£50 - £60
1400. Dinky 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck - pale yellow including hubs with black treaded tyres - Good Plus (does have usual
small chips to inner back) in a generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small scuffs on edges) blue and white striped lift off
lid box - see photo.
£50 - £60
1401. Dinky 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck - pale yellow including hubs with black treaded tyres, with windows - RARE
VARIATION with "Terex" side decals - Good Plus still a lovely bright example of a hard to find issue in a generally Fair to Good
(some small tears on end flaps) carded box with detailed picture - see photo.
£120 - £140
1402. Dinky 965 Euclid Rear Dump Truck - pale yellow, with windows - RARE ISSUE with "Terex" side decals and red hubs
with black tyres - overall condition is generally Fair in a Poor correct issue carded box - see photo.
£80 - £100
1403. Dinky 955 Fire Engine with Extending Ladder - red including plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres, silver trim and
ladders, tow hook, 2 x bells, with windows - Excellent (does require very light attention in cleaning) - this later issue comes with
correct carded box with detailed picture which is Fair - see photo.
£70 - £90
1404. Dinky 960 Albion Chieftain Lorry Mounted Cement Mixer - orange, silver trim, blue barrel with 2 x yellow flashes, black
plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good to Good Plus in a generally Good to Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box.
£50 - £60
1405. Dinky 966 Marrel Multi-Bucket Unit - pale yellow (lemon) cab, back, black plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres, light
grey skip with metal arms - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small chips on side and protruding
edges) still a bright example in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1406. Dinky 967 "BBC TV" Mobile Control Room - green, grey roof, side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres,
silver trim - Good Plus still a nice bright example in a generally Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small stains on sides) blue
and white striped lift off lid box.
£80 - £90
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1407. Dinky 968 "BBC TV" Roving Eye Vehicle - green, grey including roof, side flashes and Supertoy hubs with black
treaded tyres, silver trim, with camera and cameraman figure (missing detachable aerial) - otherwise condition is Good Plus
(small corrosion mark to rear) in a generally Fair to Good blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece.
£60 - £70
1408. Dinky 969 "BBC TV" Extending Mast Vehicle - green, grey side flashes and Supertoy hubs with treaded tyres, black
inner platform - Good Plus still a lovely bright example, comes complete with detachable dish and instruction leaflet, contained
in a Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box with inner packing piece - see photo.
£90 - £110
1409. Dinky 972 "Coles" 20-ton Lorry Mounted Crane Truck - orange cab and chassis, yellow ballast and jib, bright yellow
Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres, 2 x light blue figures - Fair to Good (does have some scratches on platforms) in a Fair
blue and white striped lift off lid box.
£50 - £60
1410. Dinky 972 "Coles" 20-ton Lorry Mounted Crane Truck - dark orange cab and chassis, yellow ballast, bright yellow
plastic hubs with black treaded tyres, light blue figure driver to cab only - this late issue and harder to find variation is generally
Good Plus to Excellent a lovely bright example in a Good correct late issue carded box with detailed picture (does have a
puncture hole to non picture side) - see photo.
£100 - £120
1411. Dinky 977 Commercial Servicing Platform Vehicle - cream body, red ballast, jib and plastic basket, Supertoy hubs with
black treaded tyres - Fair to Good still a bright example in a generally Good Plus blue and white striped lift off lid box (does
have some small scuffs to edges).
£60 - £70
1412. Dinky 982 (582) Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter - mid-blue cab and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, light blue trailer
and platforms, mid-blue Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, twin rivet sides with "Dinky Toys Delivery Service" (582 baseplate
lettering) - overall condition is generally Good Plus (does have some small marks around ramp edges) in a Fair blue and white
striped lift off lid box.
£60 - £70
1413. Dinky 982 Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter - mid-blue cab and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, light blue trailer and
platforms, mid-blue Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, twin rivet sides, with "Dinky Toys Delivery Service" - Good in a Fair blue
and white striped lift off lid box, also comes accompanied with 994 tinplate Loading Ramp - Good Plus in a Fair yellow and red
carded sleeve - see photo.
£70 - £80
1414. Dinky 986 Mighty Antar Low Loader with Propeller load - red unit with grey Supertoy hubs, light blue figure driver, light
grey trailer and Supertoy hubs, black platform with brown and gold propeller load - overall condition is generally Fair to Good in
a Fair blue and white striped lift off lid box, comes with inner packing tray only - see photo.
£80 - £90
1415. Dinky 967 Muir Hill Loader and Trencher - yellow, orange rear jib with shovel, figure driver, "Taylor Woodrow" rear
label - Good Plus in a generally Good bubble pack and 437 Muir Loader - yellow, orange arms with shovel, figure driver, with
"Taylor Woodrow" rear label - Good Plus, carded base is Good Plus, bubble is Poor to Fair (heavily discoloured and broken).
(2)
£40 - £50
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1416. Dinky pre-war 22e Tractor - blue, yellow, reddish-brown wheels (Meccano Dinky Toys base), with tow hook - overall
condition is generally Good (loss of paint to front wheels) - still a bright example.
£100 - £120
1417. Dinky pre-war 25 Series Streamlined Fire Engine - red including smooth hubs with white tyres, tinplate base and
figures, silver trim - overall condition is generally Fair (showing some signs of fatigue and ladders have been overpainted) - see
photo.
£80 - £100
1418. Dinky pre-war 28 Series (Type 1) - "Pickfords" Delivery Van - blue, RARE later issue with smooth hubs and
tyres - overall condition is generally Fair to Good - still a bright example.
£1200 - £1500
1419. Dinky pre-war 22c Motor Truck - pale turquoise, silver trim, black smooth hubs with white tyres - Fair (showing some
signs of fatigue) and 30g Caravan - two-tone green, black smooth hubs with white tyres - Fair. (2)
£80 - £100
1420. Dinky pre-war 25 Series a pair of Tankers (1) - (Type 1) maroon, black chassis, smooth hubs with white tyres, tinplate
grille - Fair (model has been overpainted) and (2) - (Type 2) - "Pool" - grey, cream chassis, black smooth hubs with white and
black smooth tyres - Fair. (2)
£70 - £90
1421. Dinky 22c Motor Truck - red, silver grille, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres and 30e Motor Truck (Breakdown) - red
including jib with metal hook, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (2)
£70 - £80
1422. Dinky 33w Mechanical Horse and Trailer - yellow, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim - Fair hard to find
colour variation.
£60 - £70
1423. Dinky 34c (492) Loudspeaker Van - brown body, silver trim and speakers, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good
Plus still a bright example of a harder colour variation to find.
£60 - £70
1424. Dinky 25p (251) Aveling Barford Diesel Roller - finished in RARE lime green including canopy, light tan figure driver,
red metal wheels, tow hook - overall condition is generally Fair to Good still displays well.
£50 - £70
1425. Dinky 31d (453) Trojan "Beefy Oxo" Van - blue body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus to
Excellent (couple of small marks on edges and roof) still a nice bright example of a harder issue to find.
£90 - £110
1426. Dinky RARE Promotional Bedford Van "Monks & Crane" - two-tone grey, mid-blue including ridged hubs - this example
is Fair (decals are badly worn off) - comes accompanied with letter dated January 1999 from "Monks & Crane" to confirm that a
Dinky promotion model was issued for them during the 1960's - see photo.
£100 - £120
1427. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer RARE VARIATION - finished in blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, metal
tow hook, with "T" rear decal - Good Plus still a beautiful example of a hard to find issue.
£130 - £160
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1428. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer RARE VARIATION - finished in blue, mid-blue ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, metal
tow hook with "T" rear decal - Fair.
£60 - £70
1429. Dinky 918 Guy (2nd Type) - "Ever Ready Batteries For Life" Van - blue, red Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres,
silver trim - Good Plus still a lovely bright unboxed example.
£70 - £90
1430. Dinky 919 Guy (2nd Type) - "Robertson's Golden Shred" Van - red, yellow Supertoy hubs with black smooth tyres,
silver trim - Fair to Good (does have small chips to most edges).
£50 - £70
1431. Dinky 943 Leyland Octopus "Esso Petroleum Company Ltd" Tanker - finished in red including plastic hubs (harder late
variation to find), silver trim, black metal gantry, ladders and filler caps - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a nice
bright example of a hard to find issue.
£80 - £110
1432. Dinky 29h (282) Duple Roadmaster Coach (Leyland Royal Tiger) RARE ISSUE - finished in mid-blue including ridged
hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim and flashes - Good (does have small chips to roof) still a bright example of a hard to find
issue.
£80 - £90
1433. Dinky 14c (401) Coventry Climax Forklift Truck RARE VARIATION - finished in dark brown, black mast, mid-green
forks and ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, light tan figure driver and 27g (342) Motocart RARE VARIATION - dark green,
tan tipper, red metal wheels - Fair. (2)
£60 - £70
1434. Dinky Guy Trucks a pair (Type 1) - (1) 511 4-ton Lorry - green cab, back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, black
chassis and tow hook, silver trim; (2) 513 - yellow cab and back, black chassis and ridged hubs with smooth tyres and 958 Guy
Warrior with Snow Plough - black, yellow including Supertoy hubs, solid blue roof light - conditions are generally Fair to Good
Plus. (3)
£80 - £90
1435. Dinky Guy Warrior group of 3 - (1) 431 Open Back Truck - beige cab and chassis, green back, mid-green Supertoy
hubs with black treaded tyres, silver trim; (2) 932 Flat Truck - green cab and chassis, red back and Supertoy hubs and (3) 958
with Snow Plough - black, yellow including Supertoy hubs (missing roof light) - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£70 - £80
1436. Dinky 563 Blaw Knox Heavy Tractor RARE VARIATION - finished in blue, mid-blue rollers with black rubber tracks,
metal tow hook, light tan figure driver - Fair and 975 Ruston Bucyrus Excavator - red, yellow, green (replacement exhaust
stack) - otherwise condition is generally Good. (2)
£80 - £90
1437. Dinky 983 Car Carrier with Trailer "Dinky Auto Service" - red, grey including Supertoy hubs with black treaded tyres,
silver trim - Fair to Good.
£60 - £70
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1438. Dinky 582/982 Bedford Pullmore Car Transporter group of 3 - to include (1) mid-blue cab and trailer, fawn ramps,
mid-blue ridged and Supertoy hubs with smooth tyres, twin rivet sides, (582 baseplate lettering) - harder colour variation to find;
(2) light blue cab and trailer with fawn platforms, mid-blue ridged and Supertoy hubs, harder to find variation with 3 x rivet sides
and (3) mid-blue cab, light blue trailer including platforms, ridged and Supertoy hubs with treaded tyres, twin rivet sides, (982
baseplate lettering) - conditions are generally Poor to Fair - also comes with a loose 994 tinplate ramp which is generally Fair to
Good. (4)
£70 - £90
1439. Dinky 428 Large Trailer group of 5 - (1) green including ridged hubs; (2) grey, black including ridged hubs; (3) grey,
black, red Supertoy hubs; (4) same as (3) but ridged hubs and (5) grey, black, maroon Supertoy hubs - conditions are generally
Fair to Good. (5)
£70 - £80
1440. Dinky 428 Large Trailer group of 5 - (1) green, black including ridged hubs; (2) same as (1) but green ridged hubs; (3)
yellow, black, red ridged hubs; (4) grey, black, red Supertoy hubs and (5) same as (4) but maroon Supertoy hubs - conditions
are generally Fair to Good (one has a decal fitted to inner back) - see photo. (5)
£70 - £80
1441. Dinky 428 Large Trailer - a pair of harder to find variations (1) grey, black, pale yellow (lemon) Supertoy hubs with
treaded tyres, tow hook and (2) same as (1) but with red plastic hubs, black treaded tyres - conditions appear to be generally
Good Plus still lovely bright examples. (2)
£60 - £70
1442. Dinky 25r (420) Forward Control Lorry group of 3 - (1) red, cream ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim, metal tow
hook (25r baseplate lettering); (2) brown, mid-green ridged hubs with black smooth tyres and (3) cream, mid-blue ridged hubs
with black treaded tyres - conditions are generally Fair still bright examples. (3)
£60 - £70
1443. Dinky 25r (420) Forward Control Lorry group of 3 - (1) grey, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim; (2)
same as (1) but cream body, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres and (3) same as (2) but mid-blue ridged hubs - conditions are
generally Fair to Good Plus - still bright examples. (3)
£70 - £80
1444. Dinky 340 Land Rover group of 4 - (1) burnt orange, green interior with light tan figure driver, red ridged hubs with grey
plastic tyres, metal tow hook, windscreen and steering wheel; (2) same as (1) but blue interior; (3) same as (2) but black
treaded tyres and (4) bright orange, green interior, red ridged hubs with black tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus.
(4)
£80 - £110
1445. Dinky 341 Land Rover Trailer a group to include 3 x orange with tow hook - (1) red ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres;
(2) same as (1) but black treaded tyres; (3) green plastic hubs with black treaded tyres; 4 x red (without tow hook issue) - (1)
red, black plastic hubs with treaded tyres; (2) same as (1); (3) same as (1) but red plastic hubs and (4) same as (3) but deeper
colour shade - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (7)
£80 - £110
1446. Dinky 33w (415) Mechanical Horse and Trailer - grey, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres; 30n (343) Dodge Farm
Produce Wagon - green cab and chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, 30m (414) Dodge Tipper - blue
cab and chassis, grey back and ridged hubs, silver trim and another but tan body, green back and ridged hubs - conditions are
generally Fair to Good Plus. (4)
£70 - £80
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1447. Dinky 30j (412) Austin Open Back Wagon - maroon including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, tow hook; 3 x 30n (343)
Dodge Farm Produce Wagon - (1) green cab and chassis, yellow stake back and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, tow hook; (2)
same as (1) but darker colour shade and treaded black tyres and (3) same as (1) but reverse colours - yellow cab and chassis,
green stake back and ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples. (4)
£70 - £80
1448. Dinky 25g Trailer group of 4 - (1) pre-war blue, black flat spun hubs with white tyres - Poor to Fair; (2) burnt orange,
black ridged hubs and smooth tyres; (3) blue, black ridged hubs and smooth tyres and (4) light fawn, black ridged hubs and
smooth tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good (unless stated). (4)
£70 - £80
1449. Dinky 405 Universal Jeep group of 4 - (1) red including plastic hubs with black treaded tyres (closed cast bumper),
black metal windscreen, tow hook and steering wheel; (2) same as (1); (3) same as (1) but open cast bumper and (4) same as
(3) but green, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4)
£80 - £90
1450. Dinky 34c (490) Loudspeaker Van (Type 3) - a group of 3 - (1) grey, black speakers and ridged hubs with smooth tyres,
silver trim; (2) same as (1) but grey ridged hubs and (3) blue, silver ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus
still nice bright examples. (3)
£80 - £100
1451. Dinky 280 (Type 3) Delivery Van - red, silver trim, ridged hubs with smooth tyres, with "Esso" decals added to sides
and rear doors (early period decals but have been added later); 400 BEV Electric Truck a pair (1) mid-blue including ridged
hubs with smooth tyres, tow hook, light tan figure driver; (2) harder to find variation in dark blue, mid-blue ridged hubs; 490
Electric Dairy Delivery Truck "Express Dairy" - grey, mid-blue interior, base and ridged hubs and another but "NCB" - conditions
are generally Good to Excellent. (5)
£90 - £110
1452. Dinky 25w (411) Bedford Open Back Truck a pair - (1) pale green with mid-green ridged hubs and (2) green body, pale
green ridged hubs, black front mudguards and trim - conditions are generally Fair. (2)
£40 - £50
1453. Dinky 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper a pair - (1) burnt orange, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres; (2) red including
ridged hubs, cream back and 25x (430) Commer Breakdown Lorry - tan cab and chassis, green back and jib, silver trim, red
ridged hubs with black smooth tyres - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus (some light rusting to bare metal parts) still
bright examples. (3)
£80 - £110
1454. Dinky 25v (252) Bedford Refuse Wagon - orange cab and chassis, grey back with green slides, with windows, red
plastic hubs (harder variation to find); 25m (410) Bedford End Tipper - cream body, red ridged hubs and another but yellow cab,
chassis and ridged hubs, violet blue back - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (3)
£70 - £80
1455. Dinky 25h (250) Streamlined Fire Engine a pair (1) red, black ridged hubs, silver trim, with ladder and bell; (2) same as
(1) but red ridged hubs; 253 Daimler "Ambulance" - white, with windows, red side crosses and ridged hubs with black treaded
tyres, silver trim and 259 Fire Engine - red including plastic hubs, with windows (harder variation to find), silver
ladder - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples. (4)
£70 - £80
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1456. Dinky 25 Series a group of 3 (Type 4) - (1) Open Back - fawn, black chassis, red ridged hubs; (2) cream, black chassis,
red metal tilt and ridged hubs and (3) Stake Truck - yellow including ridged hubs, black chassis - all have complete tow
hooks - see photo - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£80 - £90
1457. Dinky 25 Series Tanker group of 3 - (1) (Type 3) - green, black including ridged hubs with smooth tyres; (2) same as
(1) but (Type 4) and (3) same as (1) but red - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£70 - £80
1458. Dinky 25 Series a group of (Type 3/Type 4) issues including Flatbed - green, black, Open Back - grey, black, plus
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (5)
£60 - £70
1459. Dinky 514 Guy (1st Type) - "Weetabix" Van - yellow including ridged hubs with smooth tyres and 965 Euclid Rear
Dumper - pale yellow, with windows, harder to find variation with green hubs - conditions are generally Poor. (2)
£70 - £80
1460. Dinky group to include Bedford TK Crash Lorry "Top Rank Motorway Service" - white, pale blue interior, dark green
plastic hubs with black treaded tyres; Transmitter Van "ABC TV" - two-tone light blue, grey including Supertoy hubs, complete
with satellite dish; Bedford TK Tipper - pale grey cab with mid-blue ribbed rood, plastic hubs, dark blue interior (missing all rear
sides and one post) and Brinks Security Van - grey, dark blue chassis, plastic hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus
unless stated. (4)
£70 - £80
1461. Dinky group to include 25h (250) Streamlined Fire Engine; 555 (955) Fire Engine with extending ladder - red, tan
ladder; 490 Electric Dairy Truck "NCB" - grey, mid-blue interior, base and ridged hubs; 3 x 25s 6-wheeled Truck - (1) brown,
silver trim, black ridged hubs; (2) same as (1) and (3) burnt orange (heavily sun faded) - conditions are generally Poor to Good
Plus. (6)
£70 - £80
1462. Dinky group to include Foden (1st Type) Diesel Wagon - grey, red including ridged hubs with herringbone tyres; Horse
Box "Express Horse Van Hire Service" - EXPORT ISSUE - maroon including Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres; Big
Bedford "Heinz 57 Varieties" - red cab and chassis, yellow back and Supertoy hubs with grey treaded tyres; Bedford End
Tipper - red cab, chassis, ridged hubs, cream back and (Code 3) Albion Chieftain "Regent" Tanker - blue, white, red including
hubs - conditions are generally Fair. (5)
£90 - £110
1463. Dinky 190 Caravan - two-tone cream, yellow, light beige ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, black metal jockey
wheel; another but with treaded tyres and bare metal jockey wheel; Four Berth Caravan - yellow including opening door,
chrome spun hubs, knobbly grey plastic jockey wheel, metal hook - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£40 - £50
1464. Dinky 448 El Camino Pick-up - turquoise, pale cream, light blue interior (harder colour variation to find), silver trim - Fair
with 2 x red and silver Trailers "ACME", spun hubs - Good to Excellent - see photo.
£40 - £50
1465. Dinky Motorcycle group to include 42b "Police" Motorcycle and Sidecar - black, green, white solid wheels; 44b "AA"
Motorcycle and Sidecar - yellow, black, tan figure driver, grey smooth wheels, also comes with tinplate Hut, plus
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair - some still display well. (6)
£80 - £110
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1466. Dinky Tractors group to include 305 David Brown 990 - red, yellow including hubs (plastic to front); white, red (plastic
hubs to front, black chimney stack); another same as previous but red chimney stack; 308 Leyland 384 - metallic red, white
hubs (plastic to front) with figure driver and another but harder to find issue with yellow hubs (plastic to front) - conditions are
generally Fair to Good. (5)
£80 - £90
1467. Dinky 300 Massey Harris Tractor group of 3 - (1) red, yellow metal wheels, tow hook, light tan figure driver; (2) same as
(1) but (heavily sun faded) and (3) later issue with green hubs (plastic to front) with plastic figure driver - conditions are
generally Fair. (3)
£70 - £80
1468. Dinky Farm Related group to include 2 x Manure Spreader - red, yellow plastic hubs; Triple Gang Roller; Halesowen
Harvest Trailer - red including raves, yellow plastic hubs; 2 x Hay Rakes plus others - conditions are generally Fair to
Good - see photo. (11)
£70 - £80
1469. Dinky Trailer group to include 6 x Healey Sports Boat on Trailer - 3 x green, cream hull, orange Trailers with knobbly
grey and black plastic wheels; 3 x red, cream hull with orange trailers with grey smooth and black knobbly wheels (all 3 are later
issues with location holes for figures) - gift set issue, comes with 3 x figures only and 2 x "Southdown Gliding Club"
Trailers - cream, off white - conditions are generally Poor to Good Plus - see photo. (8)
£90 - £110
1470. Dinky 152b Military Reconnaissance Car - green including smooth hubs with white smooth tyres - Fair to Good still a
bright example of a harder early issue to find - see photo.
£50 - £60
1471. Dinky Military unboxed group to include 152a Light Tank - olive green; another but green; 151a Medium Tank; 151b
6-wheeled Covered Wagon, plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (8)
£90 - £110
1472. Dinky Military 30hm Daimler "Ambulance" - green including ridged hubs, white and red cross to roof, sides and rear
doors and 669 Jeep - green including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, white 5-pointed star decal to bonnet and sides, tow
hook - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples. (2)
£70 - £80
1473. Dinky Military 30sm Austin Covered Wagon - green including metal tilt and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, tow hook
with correct (baseplate 30s) lettering and 675 Ford Sedan "Military Staff" Car - green including ridged hubs, white 5-pointed star
decal to roof and doors - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (2)
£70 - £90
1474. Dinky Military 25wm Bedford Open Back Truck - green including ridged hubs with black smooth tyres, metal tow hook
and 30hm Daimler "Ambulance" - green including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples. (2)
£80 - £90
1475. Dinky Military group to include 626 Bedford "Ambulance"; 2 x 661 Scammell Recovery Tractor (1) green including
Supertoy hubs, with windows; (2) same as (1) but harder to find variation with plastic hubs plus others - conditions are generally
Fair to Good Plus still bright examples. (7)
£70 - £90
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1476. Dinky Buses unboxed group to include 29b Streamlined - green, mid-green side flashes, silver trim, black ridged hubs
with smooth tyres; 29f (280) Observation Coach - cream including ridged hubs, red flashes, silver trim; 29g (281) Luxury
Coach - cream, red side flashes and ridged hubs, silver trim and 29e Single Deck - green, dark green side flashes, mid-green
ridged hubs, silver trim - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4)
£50 - £60
1477. Dinky 290 (Type 3) Double Decker Bus a group of 3 - (1) "Dunlop" - two-tone cream, red including plastic hubs; (2)
same as (1) but two-tone cream, green including plastic hubs and (3) same as (2) but chrome spun hubs - conditions are Fair.
(3)
£70 - £80
1478. Dinky 29c (290) Double Decker Bus (Type 1) - two-tone cream, red, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres; another
(Type 2) - two-tone cream, green, ridged hubs with smooth tyres and 291 "Exide Batteries" - red, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£50 - £60
1479. Dinky pre-war 22g Streamlined Tourer - red body, windscreen and steering wheel, silver trim, blue smooth hubs with
white tyres - overall condition is generally Fair (showing very little signs of fatigue) - a bright example.
£120 - £140
1480. Dinky pre-war 22h Streamlined Saloon - maroon body, black smooth hubs, silver trim - Fair (showing very little signs of
fatigue).
£70 - £90
1481. Dinky pre-war 30a Chrysler Airflow - cream body, black smooth hubs with white tyres - Fair (showing very little signs of
fatigue) - see photo.
£80 - £100
1482. Dinky 23b Renault Racer - red body with silver flashes, cream ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus still a bright
example of a harder issue to find.
£70 - £90
1483. Dinky 40d (152) Austin Devon Saloon RARE VARIATION - finished in red body with silver trim, maroon ridged hubs
with black smooth tyres (small baseplate lettering) - Fair.
£80 - £100
1484. Dinky 40e (153) Standard Vanguard - fawn body, silver trim, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres (small baseplate
lettering) - Good (does have small chips to most protruding edges) still a bright example.
£50 - £60
1485. Dinky 40e (153) Standard Vanguard - maroon including ridged hubs with smooth tyres, silver trim (large baseplate
lettering) - Fair.
£40 - £60
1486. Dinky 40e (153) Standard Vanguard - cream (light beige) including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, silver
trim - (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus still a bright example.
£60 - £70
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1487. Dinky 140b (156) Rover 75 - cream body, silver trim, mid-blue ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus still a lovely
bright example - see photo.
£60 - £70
1488. Dinky 166 Sunbeam Rapier - two-tone turquoise, blue, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Excellent Plus a beautiful example.
£50 - £60
1489. Dinky 171 (139b) Hudson Commodore Sedan - low-line two-tone grey, mid-blue including ridged hubs with black
treaded tyres, silver trim, (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus to Excellent (couple of very small marks on front and rear
edges) still a lovely bright example.
£70 - £80
1490. Dinky 171 (139b) Hudson Commodore Sedan - high-line two-tone grey, mid-blue including ridged hubs with smooth
tyres, silver trim (large baseplate lettering) - Good Plus still a beautiful example that displays well.
£60 - £70
1491. Dinky 181 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - pale blue, silver trim, cast spun hubs with white treaded tyres (harder variation
to find) - Good Plus still a lovely bright example of a harder variation to find.
£70 - £80
1492. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs with black treaded tyres - Good still a bright unboxed example.
£70 - £80
1493. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example.
£60 - £70
1494. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun
hubs with grey treaded tyres - Fair to Good still a bright example.
£50 - £60
1495. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim, red plastic hubs
with grey treaded tyres - Good Plus still a nice bright example of a harder issue to find.
£70 - £80
1496. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4, white figure driver, silver trim, harder to find red
plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres - Good (although does have wear to racing numbers and drivers helmet).
£50 - £60
1497. Dinky 230 Talbot Lago Racing Car - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4 and plastic hubs with grey treaded tyres (hard to
find variation), white figure driver, silver trim - Excellent Plus lovely bright example.
£100 - £120
1498. Dinky 233 Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green, white racing number 6 and figure driver, silver trim, chrome spun hubs
with grey treaded tyres - Good (figure does have some slight staining) - still a bright example.
£50 - £60
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1499. Dinky 233 Cooper Bristol Racing Car - green, white racing number 6 and figure driver, silver trim, red plastic hubs with
grey treaded tyres - Good (slight discolouration to driver) - see photo.
£50 - £70
1500. Dinky 234 Ferrari Racing Car - blue body, yellow nose and racing number 5, white figure driver, chrome spun hubs with
black treaded tyres - Good Plus still a bright example of a harder to find issue.
£70 - £80
1501. Dinky 234 Ferrari Racing Car - blue, yellow nose and racing number 5, white figure driver, chrome spun hubs with grey
treaded tyres - Good Plus (couple of small chips to front edge) still a bright example.
£70 - £80
1502. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, white figure driver, yellow plastic hubs with black treaded
tyres - overall condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (driver does have some small cracking to paint) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1503. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, yellow figure driver and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
Plus to Excellent (does have some small chips to rear fin) still a bright example.
£60 - £70
1504. Dinky 238 Jaguar Type D Racing Car - turquoise, yellow figure driver and plastic hubs with black treaded tyres - Good
Plus (does have some small chips to fin) still a bright example.
£50 - £60
1505. Dinky 239 Vanwall Racing Car - green, white figure driver, silver trim, racing number 26, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres (harder variation to find) - Good Plus.
£50 - £60
1506. Dinky 262 Volkswagen Saloon (Beetle) - "PTT" - yellow body and ridged hubs with treaded tyres, black, silver
trim - Fair - see photo.
£40 - £60
1507. Dinky 23a Racing Car group of 3 - (1) blue, silver, racing number 4, ridged hubs with smooth tyres; (2) silver, red,
racing number 4, ridged hubs with smooth tyres and (3) same as (2) but orangey-red - conditions are generally Good Plus to
Excellent nice bright examples. (3)
£90 - £110
1508. Dinky 23d Auto-Union - yellow, blue racing number 2, black smooth hubs with herringbone tyres; 23e Speed of the
Wind - yellow, blue racing number 2, white figure driver, black smooth hubs with herringbone tyres and another but blue, silver
including racing number 1, black smooth hubs with herringbone tyres - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£100 - £120
1509. Dinky 23e Speed of the Wind a group of 3 - (1) yellow, blue racing number 8, flat spun hubs with herringbone tyres; (2)
red, silver flashes, black smooth hubs with herringbone tyres and (3) silver, tan figure driver, black ridged hubs with herringbone
tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£80 - £100
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1510. Dinky 23b Racer - silver, red including racing number 5, black ridged hubs with smooth tyres; 23c Mercedes - silver,
red including racing number 1, tan figure driver, black ridged hubs with herringbone tyres and 23m Thunderbolt - silver including
tinplate base, black smooth hubs with white tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£80 - £90
1511. Dinky Racing Cars group - 23b - red, silver flashes, black racing number 5 and ridged hubs with smooth tyres; 3 x 23c
Mercedes (1) silver, red including racing number 1, Mazak solid wheels; (2) blue, black ridged hubs with herringbone tyres, tan
figure driver; (3) green, yellow, racing number 11, white figure driver, black smooth hubs with treaded tyres and 23d
Auto-Union - silver, red racing number 2, black ridged hubs with herringbone - conditions are generally Fair. (5)
£90 - £110
1512. Dinky Racing Car group to include 230 Talbot Lago - mid-blue, yellow racing number 4, figure driver, silver trim,
chrome spun hubs with grey treaded tyres (model has been superdetailed); 233 Cooper Bristol - green, white racing number 6
and figure driver, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres; 234 Ferrari - blue, yellow nose, racing number 5
and ridged hubs with grey treaded tyres, white figure driver and 239 Vanwall - green, silver trim, yellow figure driver, racing
number 35, mid-green ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus - still lovely bright
examples. (4)
£80 - £110
1513. Dinky pre-war 35 Series Open MG Sports Car group of 3 - (1) blue, silver, white solid wheels; (2) green, black solid
wheels and (3) same as (2) but red - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£70 - £80
1514. Dinky 35 Series to include pre-war Austin Seven Open Tourer - brown, white solid wheels; Saloon - grey, black solid
wheels and 2 x Racers - silver, red grille, black solid wheels - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (4)
£60 - £70
1515. Dinky 30c Daimler (Type 4) - fawn, black including ridged hubs; 36e 2-seater Sports Car (Type 5) - blue, black
including ridged hubs; 36f 4-seater Sports Car - green, black including ridged hubs and 38a Frazer Nash-BMW - grey, black
ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples. (4)
£80 - £100
1516. Dinky 36b Bentley (Type 5) - green, black including ridged hubs; 38b Sunbeam Talbot - grey including seats, dark grey
tonneau, black ridged hubs; 38c Lagonda - grey, dark grey interior, black ridged hubs; 38d Alvis - green, black interior, tonneau
and ridged hubs and 38f Jaguar SS - red body, maroon interior and tonneau, black ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair
to Good still bright examples. (5)
£80 - £100
1517. Dinky 38a Armstrong Siddeley group of 4 - (1) red, maroon interior and tonneau, black ridged hubs; (2) grey, blue
interior and tonneau, black ridged hubs; (3) dark grey, blue interior and tonneau, black ridged hubs and (4) pale green, mid-grey
interior and tonneau, mid-green ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples. (4)
£80 - £90
1518. Dinky 39e Chrysler Saloon - cream body, silver trim, mid-green ridged hubs with smooth tyres - harder variation to
find - overall condition is generally Fair - see photo.
£60 - £70
1519. Dinky 39 Series group to include 39b Oldsmobile - grey, black ridged hubs; 39d Buick - tan, black ridged hubs; grey,
black ridged hubs; maroon, black ridged hubs (without baseplate) and 39e Chrysler - mid-blue including ridged
hubs - conditions are generally Poor to Fair still some bright examples. (5)
£80 - £100
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1520. Dinky 39c Lincoln Zephyr a group - (1) grey, black ridged hubs; (2) same as (1) (slight colour shade difference); (3)
brown, black ridged hubs and (4) dark brown, black ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good still bright examples. (4)
£80 - £100
1521. Dinky 140a (106) Austin Atlantic Convertible group of 3 - (1) black, red interior, tonneau and ridged hubs; (2) pale blue,
dark blue interior and tonneau, cream ridged hubs and (3) pink, cream interior, tonneau and ridged hubs (slight
fading) - otherwise conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£70 - £80
1522. Dinky 40e (153) Standard Vanguard a group of 5 - to include (1) fawn including ridged hubs (back only/front are
black) - small baseplate lettering; (2) same as (1) but large baseplate lettering, fawn ridged hubs; (3) same as (2) but dark blue,
fawn ridged hubs; (4) same as (3) but mid-blue and (5) same as (4) but mid-blue including ridged hubs - conditions are
generally Fair to Good. (5)
£80 - £100
1523. Dinky 40d (152) Austin Devon Saloon - drab green including ridged hubs, silver trim (small baseplate lettering); another
but green, fawn ridged hubs (large baseplate lettering) and 40e (153) Standard Vanguard - mid-blue including ridged hubs,
silver trim, (large baseplate lettering) - conditions are Good to Good Plus still nice bright examples. (3)
£70 - £90
1524. Dinky 40d (152) Austin Devon Saloon group of 3 - (1) maroon including ridged hubs with silver trim; (2) drab green,
maroon hubs (harder variation to find) and (3) tan body, grey ridged hubs (harder variation to find) - conditions are generally
Poor to Good (all have small baseplate lettering) - see photo. (3)
£70 - £80
1525. Dinky 40f (154) Hillman Minx group of 3 - (1) dark tan, fawn ridged hubs; (2) dark green, mid-green ridged hubs; (3)
same as (2) but different colour shade and 40g (159) Morris Oxford Saloon - dark green, mid-green ridged hubs - conditions are
generally Fair. (4)
£60 - £70
1526. Dinky 40a (158) Riley Saloon group of 5 - (1) blue, silver trim, black ridged hubs (small baseplate lettering); (2) same
as (1) but dark blue; (3) same as (1) but green; (4) same as (1) but dark grey and (5) pale green, mid-green ridged hubs (large
baseplate lettering) - conditions are generally Fair still bright examples. (5)
£70 - £90
1527. Dinky 40b (151) Triumph 1800 Saloon RARE VARIATION - black body and ridged hubs - although overall condition is
Poor to Fair still a hard to find colour variation - see photo.
£50 - £60
1528. Dinky 40b (151) Triumph 1800 - a pair (1) mid-blue, fawn ridged hubs with smooth tyres and (2) dark blue, mid-blue
ridged hubs - conditions are Fair. (2)
£40 - £50
1529. Dinky 40a (158) Riley Saloon - mid-green including ridged hubs with silver trim (small baseplate lettering); 40b (151)
Triumph 1800 - blue, fawn ridged hubs and another but grey including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good
Plus still bright examples. (3)
£80 - £90
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1530. Dinky 40g (159) Morris Oxford Saloon - green, mid-green ridged hubs, silver trim; 157 Jaguar XK120 - drab green,
fawn ridged hubs and another but red including ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples.
(3)
£70 - £80
1531.

Dinky 140b (156) Rover 75 RARE VARIATION - red body, maroon ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Fair see photo.
£100 - £120

1532. Dinky 140b (159) Rover 75 group of 4 - (1) maroon including ridged hubs; (2) same as (1) but red ridged hubs; (3)
cream including ridged hubs and (4) same as (3) but deeper cream - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (4)
£80 - £100
1533. Dinky Sports and Racing Car group to include 103 Austin Healey - cream, red interior and ridged hubs with treaded
tyres, figure driver (interior has slight fading); 105 Triumph TR2 - grey, red interior and ridged hubs with white treaded tyres,
figure driver; another but yellow, pale green interior with figure driver, mid-green ridged hubs and 110 Aston Martin
Racer - mid-green, red interior and ridged hubs with smooth tyres, figure driver, racing number 22 - conditions are generally Fair
to Good. (4)
£80 - £90
1534. Dinky 40h (254) Austin "Taxi" group of 3 - (1) yellow body, brown base, interior and figure driver, ridged hubs, (40h
baseplate); (2) same as (1) but black base, interior and figure driver (without baseplate number) and (3) same as (2) but blue,
mid-blue ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£40 - £50
1535. Dinky group to include promotional Triumph 2000 Saloon; 167 AC Aceca Sports Car - cream, maroon; 186 Porsche
356a - red, chrome spun hubs, plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (8)
£80 - £100
1536. Dinky 139a (170) Ford Fordor Sedan a group of 5 - to include (1) yellow including ridged hubs; (2) mid-green including
ridged hubs; (3) red including ridged hubs; (4) (675) Military Staff Car - green including ridged hubs - all have small baseplate
lettering and (5) two-tone low-line salmon pink, mid-blue including ridged hubs (large baseplate lettering) - (baseplate does
have piece cut out) - otherwise conditions are generally Fair to Good. (5)
£80 - £100
1537. Dinky group to include 169 Studebaker "Golden Hawk" - beige (light tan), red including side flashes and ridged hubs
with white treaded tyres; 4 x 171 (139b) - (1) cream, maroon including ridged hubs (large baseplate lettering); (2) same as (1)
but blue, tan, fawn ridged hubs; (3) same as (1) but low-line two-tone mid-blue, grey, cream ridged hubs and (4) same as (3)
but high-line turquoise, maroon, red ridged hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (5)
£80 - £90
1538. Dinky 138 Hillman Imp - metallic red, blue interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres; 177 Opel
Kapitan - greyish-blue, red interior, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres; 194 Bentley S2 Convertible - metallic brown,
cream interior with blue tonneau, figure driver, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres and Ford Cortina Rally Car "Rallye
Monte Carlo" - white, red bonnet, boot and stripes, light blue interior, cast detailed hubs (bare metal baseplate) - conditions are
generally Good to Excellent. (4)
£80 - £90
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1539. Dinky 139 Ford Cortina Saloon group of 3 - (1) steel blue, light beige interior, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black
treaded tyres (139 baseplate lettering); (2) same as (1) but silver superdetailing and (3) pearlescent yellow, white roof, red
interior, (drivers door has been overpainted), silver trim (without baseplate number lettering) - conditions are generally Good
Plus to Excellent Plus nice bright examples. (3)
£60 - £70
1540. Dinky 186 Mercedes 220 SE a group of 3 variations - (1) - (South African issue) - smoke greyish-blue, chrome trim and
spun hubs - Fair to Good still a bright example of a harder to find issue; (2) light blue, chrome spun hubs - Good to Good Plus
still a bright example and (3) greyish-blue, chrome trim and spun hubs - Excellent Plus. (3)
£120 - £150
1541. Dinky group to include "The Secret Service" - "Gabriel" Ford Model T - black, yellow including wheels, figure driver;
Morris (Bullnose) - pale yellow, blue, grey canopy, red wheels; another but with lighter grey canopy; "Dinky Beats" - pale pink,
turquoise, red wheels, 3 x figures and another but deep pink, blue, 2 x figures - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still
bright examples. (5)
£70 - £80
1542. Dinky 785 "Dinky Toys Service Station" - plastic issue with cream building, red roof, grey base - overall condition is
generally Good to Good Plus (without front door) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1543. Dinky 785 "Dinky Toys Service Station" plastic issue with cream building, red roof, grey base - Good (very slight fading
to sign) - without front door - see photo.
£40 - £60
1544. Dinky (Meccano Ltd) tinplate Price Tickets for "Dinky Toys" group of 34 - which are generally Excellent (all have had
tabs bent back and small labels attached to rear) - see photo.
£50 - £70
1545. Dinky miscellaneous group to include 2 x Skips - grey, bare metal arms; Road Signs; "Public/Police" Telephone Boxes;
"Pratts Motor Oil" Bin, plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus, also includes three sets of 3 Racing
Numbers - which appear to be generally Good Plus to Excellent in a Fair (sealed) polythene bag - see photo. (qty)
£70 - £80
1546. Dinky 2 Farmyard Animals set includes 5 pieces - which are generally Fair to Good in a Fair green lift off lid box with
paper label; 2 x 766 Road Signs (British) each containing 6 pieces - finished in white, black, red - conditions are generally Good
Plus to Near Mint in generally Fair to Good (complete) plain yellow and red carded boxes; 13a "Cook's" Man 2 x trade boxes
(one figure only) - conditions are generally Fair, figure is Good and empty box only 50093 Tyres - see photo.

£80 - £90
1547. Dinky 47 Road Signs set comprises of 12 pieces - which are generally Fair (partially broken) to Good in a generally
Fair to Good yellow lift off lid box, inner tray is Good (a few small grubby marks).
£60 - £70
1548. Dinky 47 Road Signs set containing 12 pieces - which appear to be generally Good to Good Plus (some could be
better if slight time spent in cleaning), white tray with yellow inner card is generally Good to Good Plus, buff lift off lid is Fair with
paper label - see photo.
£40 - £50
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1549. Dinky 49 Petrol Pump set to include 4 x Petrol Pumps - finished in red, green, blue, brown and Oil Bin - finished in
yellow - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus, inner carded tray is Fair, backing card is Good, outer sleeve is Fair - see
photo.
£40 - £50
1550. Dinky 753 "Police" Control Crossing plastic issue - finished in grey base, white and black striped box with "Policeman"
figure - Good Plus in a generally Good (slightly crushed) yellow and red carded picture box.
£40 - £50
1551. Dinky 771 "International Road Signs" set contains 12 pieces - which are generally Good to Excellent in a generally
Good to Good Plus lift off lid box, inner backing card is Good complete with instruction leaflet.
£50 - £60
1552. Dinky 772 "British" Road Signs set of 24 - finished in white, black, red - overall condition is generally Good to Excellent
Plus, carded base and backing card are Good to Good Plus, lift off lid is Fair to Good still a bright example.
£60 - £70
1553. Dinky 781 "Esso" Petrol Pump Station set to include sign, base with 2 x pumps - overall condition appears to be
generally Excellent Plus, inner packing piece is Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) plain yellow and red carded box.
£50 - £60
1554. Dinky 121 Gift Set "Goodwood Sports Cars" - set includes MGB Sports Car - white, red interior with figure driver,
chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres; Jaguar Type E - red, black detachable hood, pale cream interior, silver trim,
chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres; Porsche 356A - off white, silver trim, chrome spun hubs and another but red, cast
spun hubs (some models are incorrect for set), comes with 2 x loose figures - conditions vary from Fair to Good, presentation
box is generally Good (does have some original tape residue marks), inner carded tray is non original - see photo.

£170 - £200
1555. Dinky empty box group to include 512 Guy Flat Truck; 118 Glider Set; 101 Sunbeam Alpine Sports Car; 231 (23n)
Maserati; 957 Fire Station Set, plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (15)
£50 - £60
1556.

French Dinky 24n Citroen 11 BL - dark blue, Mazak solid wheels - Poor to Fair - see photo.
£50 - £70

1557. French Dinky pre-war group to include 24k Peugeot 402 - red, flat spun hubs with "Dunlop Tyres"; another
(repainted) - blue, black flat spun hubs and Simca - red (lost most paint) with solid Mazak wheels - conditions are generally
Poor to Fair. (3)
£70 - £80
1558. French Dinky 54n Citroen 11 BL a pair - (1) silver body, red ridged hubs with smooth tyres - Fair and another but grey
including convex hubs with white smooth tyres, silver trim - Good Plus to Excellent. (2)
£70 - £80
1559. French Dinky group to include 24f Peugeot 403 - pale drab blue, chrome convex hubs; 24v Buick Roadmaster - blue,
dark blue roof, silver trim, silver/grey convex hubs with white tyres and 24r Peugeot 203 (ribbed inner roof) - grey including
convex hubs with black smooth tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (3)
£70 - £80
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1560. French Dinky (Dinky Junior) 100 - drab green, chrome concave hubs with black tyres, silver trim - Good Plus still a nice
bright unboxed example.
£80 - £90
1561. French Dinky 24u Simca Aronde "Taxi" - dark red (maroon) including convex hubs with white smooth tyres, blue roof
and 24x Ford Vedette "Taxi" - black, light tan roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white smooth tyres - conditions are
generally Fair to Good. (2)
£60 - £70
1562. French Dinky 24T (535) Citroen 2CV group of 3 - (1) maroon (dark red), dark grey roof panel, cream convex hubs; (2)
same as (1) but concave hubs and (3) same as (2) but drab blue, dark blue roof - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£70 - £80
1563. French Dinky (Dinky Junior) 100 Renault 4L - drab green, silver trim, concave hubs - Fair to Good still a bright
example - see photo.
£60 - £70
1564. French Dinky 555 Ford Thunderbird Convertible - red, pale green interior with figure, chrome concave hubs with white
treaded tyres; 544 Simca Aronde - two-tone grey, greyish-blue roof, silver trim, chrome concave hubs with white treaded tyres
and 24r Peugeot 203 - grey including convex hubs with black tyres - conditions are generally Fair to Good - still bright
examples. (3)
£70 - £80
1565. French Dinky 23h Talbot Lago Racing Car a pair - (1) mid-blue including ridged hubs with black treaded tyres, yellow
racing number 2, white figure driver, silver trim - Fair and another but harder to find issue with chrome convex hubs, black
treaded tyres, yellow racing number 22 - Good Plus. (2)
£60 - £70
1566. French Dinky 24L Vespa 2CV - blue, dark grey roof panel, silver trim, chrome convex hubs; 24s Simca 8 Sports
Car - black, red interior and tonneau, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white smooth tyres; 500 Citroen 2CV - pale grey, red
interior and Renault 4L "Autoroutes" - orange, grey interior, black plastic aerial - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (4)
£60 - £70
1567. French Dinky 24t (535) Citroen 2CV group of 3 - (1) metallic silver/grey body, dark grey roof panel, silver/grey convex
hubs; (2) same as (1) but dark grey body, cream convex hubs and (3) same as (2) but lighter grey roof, pale cream convex
hubs - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus still bright examples. (3)
£80 - £90
1568. French Dinky 24t (535) Citroen 2CV group of 3 - (1) metallic silver/grey, dark grey roof panel, silver/grey convex hubs;
(2) same as (1) but grey, cream convex hubs and (3) same as (2) - conditions are Fair to Good Plus. (3)
£70 - £80
1569. French Dinky unboxed group to include 101 (Dinky Junior) Peugeot 404; 24n Citroen 11 BL - black, cream convex
hubs, plus others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (6)
£70 - £80
1570. French Dinky 24m Jeep group of 3 - all with Mazak solid wheels - includes green with white 5-pointed star decal; grey
and dark beige - conditions are Poor to Fair. (3)
£120 - £140
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1571.

French Dinky 562h Citroen 2CV Van "Wegenwacht" - yellow, silver trim, chrome concave hubs - Fair.
£50 - £60

1572. French Dinky Citroen 2CV Van a pair - (1) Mail Truck - yellow including concave hubs, blue side flashes and logo to
doors, silver trim and (2) Fire Van - red including convex hubs, decals to doors, silver trim - conditions are generally Fair. (2)
£50 - £60
1573. French Dinky 25 Series (Type 2) - Tanker "Essolube" - red, black including smooth hubs and tyres - Fair (does have
loss of paint to all areas and tyres are split) - see photo.
£70 - £90
1574. French Dinky 25a Ford Farm Truck - metallic steel blue including stake back, silver trim, metal tow hook, yellow convex
hubs with smooth tyres and 25o "Nestle" Delivery Truck - mid-blue cab, chassis and convex hubs with smooth tyres, pale cream
back with 10 x milk churns - (partially broken tow hook) - otherwise conditions are Fair to Good Plus. (2)
£70 - £80
1575. French Dinky 25 Series Ford group to include - (1) Covered Wagon "Calberson" - yellow, black metal tilt, red convex
hubs, metal tow hook; (2) "Esso" Tanker - red including convex hubs, silver platforms and "Nestle" Delivery Truck - mid-blue
cab, chassis and convex hubs, metal tow hook with 10 x churns - conditions are Fair to Good. (3)
£70 - £80
1576. French Dinky 25 Series Ford group to include Covered Wagon "SNCF" - blue, dark blue metal tilt, black convex hubs;
Refuse Wagon - dark green including convex hubs and Breakdown Lorry "Dinky Service" - red including convex hubs, black
open jib - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£70 - £80
1577. French Dinky 25j Ford Covered Wagon "Grands Moulins De Paris" - grey cab, chassis and back, black metal tilt, silver
trim, red convex hubs, metal tow hook - overall condition is generally Good Plus still a nice bright example.
£70 - £90
1578. French Dinky 25 Series to include Platform Trailer - blue, bare metal solid Mazak wheels, tow hook, metal drawbar;
Ford Open Back Truck - green, black solid Mazak wheels (has been overpainted) and Covered Wagon "Calberson" - yellow,
black tilt, silver trim, black solid Mazak wheels (has had overpainting) - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£60 - £70
1579. French Dinky 25 Series group to include Peugeot "Postes" Van - dark green including convex hubs, yellow lettering
and side flashes; another "Lampe Mazda" - two-tone yellow, green including convex hubs; Studebaker Tipper - dark green cab,
chassis and convex hubs, champagne tipper and Breakdown Lorry "Dinky Service" - red including convex hubs, black open
jib - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4)
£70 - £80
1580. French Dinky 25 Series Studebaker Open Back Truck group of 3 - (1) yellow, red including convex hubs; (2) same as
(1); (3) same as (1) but white smooth tyres and 29 Series Bus - two-tone green, cream, solid Mazak wheels - conditions are
generally Fair. (4)
£70 - £80
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1581. French Dinky 25 Series Trailer a group of 5 to include - (1) red, drab green convex hubs and metal tilt, tow hook; (2)
same as (1); (3) yellow, brown tilt, ridged hubs, metal tow hook; (4) same as (3) and (5) same as (4) - conditions are generally
Fair to Good Plus. (5)
£80 - £110
1582. French Dinky group to include 25 Series Studebaker "Nestle" Delivery Truck - mid-blue, solid Mazak wheels, 10 x milk
churns; Triporteur - green, blue figure rider, black smooth hubs with white tyres (has been overpainted), plus others - conditions
are generally Poor to Fair. (6)
£80 - £90
1583. French Dinky 32ab (575) Panhard Articulated Truck and Trailer "SNCF" - blue including metal tilt and convex hubs, tow
hook; 32c (576) Panhard Articulated Tanker "Esso" - red including convex hubs, white side flashes, chrome gantry and side
steps, silver trim and 32d Delahaye Fire Engine - red including convex hubs, silver platforms and trim, chrome
ladders - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (3)
£80 - £100
1584. French Dinky group to include 25c Citroen Type H "Gervais" Van - cream including convex hubs; 596 Road
Sweeper - cream including concave hubs, green; 38a Multi-Bucket - two-tone grey, yellow including convex and concave hubs;
34 Berliet Flat Truck - red, black, grey with dark grey container, convex and concave hubs - conditions are generally Fair to
Good Plus. (4)
£70 - £80
1585. French Dinky group to include Citroen Type H "Police" battery-operated Van - finished in two-tone white, blue including
convex hubs; Berliet Tipper - blue cab, orange back, grey chassis and concave hubs; Articulated Car Transporter - silver,
orange including convex and concave hubs plus others - conditions are generally Fair - see photo. (5)
£80 - £110
1586. French Dinky Military group to include Sinpar - drab green, with 2 x figures; Renault "Ambulance" - green including
concave hubs, white and red cross to sides, roof and rear door and Berliet Truck (missing tilt) - drab green including concave
hubs - lot also comes with some netting - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£40 - £50
1587. French Dinky Military pair - (1) 810 Command Jeep - drab green including concave hubs, plastic canopy, black aerial,
with figure driver - Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Good to Good Plus carded picture box with camouflage sides and (2)
827 Panhard - drab green including concave hubs and rollers - Good Plus (missing aerial) in a Fair yellow and red carded box
with detailed picture (missing one end flap). (2)
£60 - £70
1588. French Dinky 23j Ferrari Racing Car - red, yellow racing number 1, white figure driver, chrome convex hubs with black
treaded tyres - Good (does have loss of paint to drivers helmet) in a Fair to Good (complete) yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
1589. French Dinky 24l Alfa Romeo 1900 Super Sprint - red body, silver trim, chrome convex hubs - Good Plus still a lovely
bright example in a generally Good to Good Plus yellow and red carded picture box - see photo.
£60 - £70
1590. French Dinky 24m Volkswagen Karmann Ghia - red body, black roof, silver trim, chrome convex hubs with white
smooth tyres - Good including yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £60
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1591. French Dinky 24n trade pack Citroen 11 BL containing 3 examples - (1) black, silver trim, cream convex hubs with
smooth tyres (24n baseplate lettering); (2) same as (1) and (3) same as (1) but matt finish and without (baseplate number
lettering) - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus, in Good Plus lift off lid trade box with original dividers (usual rusting to
staples) - see photo.
£180 - £220
1592. French Dinky 24q trade pack Ford Vedette containing 1 example - finished in metallic blue, silver trim, red convex
hubs - Fair to Good still a bright example in a generally Good lift off lid trade box without dividers - see photo.
£100 - £120
1593. French Dinky 505 Maserati Sport 2000 - red including interior with white figure driver, silver trim, chrome concave hubs
with smooth tyres - Good Plus still a lovely bright example in a Good Plus to Excellent (couple of small creases on edges)
yellow and red carded picture box.
£70 - £80
1594. French Dinky 506 Aston Martin DB3 Sport - mid-green body and interior with white figure driver, silver trim, chrome
concave hubs with smooth tyres, racing number 18 to sides and front - Good Plus still a bright example in a Good to Good Plus
yellow and red carded picture box.
£50 - £70
1595. French Dinky 551 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith - two-tone grey, chrome trim and spun hubs with black treaded
tyres - Near Mint a beautiful example in a Good Plus correct plain yellow and red carded box.
£80 - £100
1596. Spanish Dinky 1413 Citroen Dyane - pale grey including roof panel, red interior, silver trim - Excellent Plus in a
generally Good Plus carded picture box.
£60 - £70
1597. French Dinky 25cg Citroen Type H 1200KG Van - silver-grey including convex hubs with smooth tyres - Good Plus still
a bright example in a Good (slightly grubby around edges) yellow and red carded picture box.
£60 - £70
1598. French Dinky 25o Studebaker "Nestle" Delivery Truck - mid-blue including convex hubs, off white back, 10 x milk
churns - overall condition is generally Fair to Good in a Fair (complete) red presentation lift off lid box with "Meccano" flash - see
photo.
£80 - £90
1599. French Dinky 25o Ford "Nestle" Delivery Truck - mid-blue cab, chassis and convex hubs, off white back - Good (does
have some paint touch-ins) in a generally Good red presentation lift off lid box with paper label to side.
£90 - £110
1600. French Dinky 25q trade pack Studebaker Covered Truck - green cab, chassis, metal tilt and convex hubs, tow hook,
yellow back; another same as previous - conditions are generally Fair to Good contained in a generally Fair to Good lift off lid
trade box with original dividers (does have some tippex marks to one edge corner) - see photo.
£140 - £180
1601. French Dinky 811 trade pack Caravane containing 1 example - light beige, white ribbed roof, chrome convex
hubs - Good (without box) contained in a generally Good to Good Plus trade box.
£80 - £90
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1602. French Dinky 33c Simca Glaziers Truck - yellow cab, chassis and convex hubs, green back, with mirror and glass
load - Good Plus to Excellent a bright example in a Poor yellow and red carded picture box and 70 Trailer - red including
convex hubs, green metal tilt - Fair including box. (2)
£70 - £80
1603. French Dinky "Ville" Road Signs set of 6 - which are generally Good Plus to Excellent in a generally Good yellow lift off
lid box, backing card is Excellent - see photo.
£50 - £60
1604. French Dinky 590 "Ville" Road Signs set containing 6 pieces - which are generally Excellent Plus to Near Mint in a
generally Excellent yellow lift off lid box with correct folded leaflet.
£60 - £70
1605. French Dinky 1953 black and white Catalogue - overall condition appears to be generally Excellent (although does
have a mark to front where label has been removed) - see photo.
£40 - £50
1606. French Dinky Catalogues a group to include 1963 with price list; 1960; 1969; 1971 and 1961 - conditions are generally
Good to Excellent (some have graffiti). (5)
£60 - £70
1607. Dinky Ephemera group to include August 1958 Meccano/Hornby/Dinky 4-page price list; Airfix/Meccano/Dinky Toys
April 1980 double sided shop order form; "Dinky Toys" - The Fascinating Collecting Hobby (re-issue 1976); double sided 1950's
price list and model illustration leaflet and newspaper cut-out 1962 showing Jaguar "Police" and Austin Healey Sprite
Cars - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (5)
£40 - £50
1608.

Dinky June 1952 Egyptian (Egypt) Catalogue - condition is generally Good Plus - rare and hard to find issue.
£50 - £60

1609. Dinky/Meccano a pair of 1952 Catalogues (1) February - condition is generally Good Plus and (2) same as (1) but
September - Good (both appear to be graffiti free). (2)
£40 - £50
1610. Dinky 1953 Colour Catalogue (13/552/130) - ENG/UNIV issue - with dealers stamp to rear - overall condition is
generally Good to Good Plus - see photo.
£40 - £50
1611. Meccano/Dinky group of Catalogues to include 1939/1942; 1938/1939 plus 2 x 1955/56 - all have dealer
stamps - conditions are generally Fair to Good. (4)
£40 - £50
1612. Dinky "Toy Club" Ephemera to include 2 x "Dinky Toys Club" certificate - both with address stamps - mounted in clip
frame; "Toy Club for Meccano/Hornby/Dinky" booklet (does have some graffiti inside) and 2 x Collectors Licence (1)
1960/61 - green and (2) 1961/62 - yellow - conditions are generally Good to Excellent (unless stated). (5)
£70 - £80
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1613. Dinky 1962 rare Trade Bulletin to Meccano Dealers fold-out leaflet - includes Dinky Toys, Meccano Circuit 24, Hornby
Dublo - condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent a lovely bright example, comes with small card - advertisers
announcement - has been mounted onto slightly thicker card - overall condition is generally Good. (2)
£40 - £50
1614. Dinky South Africa Catalogues a pair - (1) February 1956 and (2) August 1957 - conditions are generally Good Plus
(appear to be graffiti free). (2)
£50 - £60
1615. Dinky Catalogues a group - to include "Hudson Dobson" UK Editions include 1955 and 1957 - conditions are generally
Fair to Good. (4)
£40 - £50
1616. Dinky a group of UK Edition Catalogues to include 1958, Seventh Edition and 13th Edition with price list - conditions
are generally Fair to Good Plus. (3)
£40 - £50
1617. Dinky Catalogues a large group which includes UK and French issues - includes Eight Edition; No.7; 9th Edition, plus
others - conditions are generally Poor to Excellent. (17)
£50 - £60
1618.
issue.

Dinky South African issue 1957 Catalogue - overall condition is generally Good still a bright example of a harder to find
£40 - £50

1619. Dinky Trade Catalogues a group of 3 - (1) 1978; (2) 1979 and (3) "The New World of Meccano and Dinky" 1980 - also
many models which were never issued or different colour variations - conditions are generally Excellent to Excellent Plus. (3)
£40 - £50
1620. Dinky (British Toys) February 1968 large 4-page fold-out Leaflet which includes "Thunderbirds", "Captain Scarlet" plus
preview of other 1968 Dinky Toys - overall condition is generally Fair and large double sided leaflet showing Dinky Toy range
including "Thunderbirds" - with dollar prices - overall condition is generally Fair to Good. (2)
£40 - £50
1621. Dinky "Dinky Toys 50th Golden Jubilee 1933-1983" Enamel Sign (Ltd 8/200) - finished in white, yellow, blue, red - this
original issue is generally Excellent - see photo.
£40 - £50
1622. Dinky (Matchbox Dinky the Collection) - "They're Here Now The Dinky Collection" Window Poster mounted into glass
and wooden frame, plus 2 x unused self adhesive stickers - see photo.
£30 - £40
1623. Dinky Window Posters a group of 3 - to include (1) 305 David Brown Tractor (does have piece torn from
corner) - otherwise Fair and 2 x 451 Johnston Road Sweeper - conditions are generally Good to Good Plus. (3)
£40 - £50
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1624. Dinky Window Posters a group to include 451 Johnston Road Sweeper; 284 London Taxi; 410 "Royal Mail Bedford
Van"; 654 155mm Mobile Gun; 682 Stalwart; 683 Chieftain Tank and 725 Phantom - conditions appear to be generally Near
Mint. (7)
£70 - £80
1625. Dinky Window Posters a group to include 451 Johnston Road Sweeper; 284 London Taxi; 410 "Royal Mail Bedford
Van"; 654 155mm Mobile Gun; 682 Stalwart; 683 Chieftain Tank and 725 Phantom - conditions appear to be generally Near
Mint. (7)
£70 - £80
1626. Dinky Window Posters group to include 2 x 654 155mm Mobile Gun; 2 x 683 Chieftain Tank and 2 x 725
Phantom - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (6)
£60 - £70
1627. Dinky Window Poster 354 "The Pink Panther"; "Winners from Dinky by Popular Demand" to include 223 McLaren, 225
Lotus and 226 Ferrari; 2 x double sided (A5) flyers - "Dinky Toys Highway Action Models" and "All Action Fighting
Vehicles" - conditions are generally Excellent to Near Mint. (4)
£50 - £60
1628. Dinky Shelf Talkers a group of 5 to include Trident Starfighter; Rover 3500 and 3 x Hesketh 308e "Olympus" Racing
Car - conditions are Near Mint to Mint. (5)
£60 - £70
1629. Dinky Advertising Material to include 4 x "Dinky Toys" strips of tape which have been mounted onto plain white paper;
"Dinky Toys" self adhesive window sticker - finished in orange, black, white; (perspex) - "Dinky" - (taken from cabinet display)
"New Dinky Toys and Dinky Supertoys" window sticker; another but later issue "Dinky Toys on Sale Here" - both have been
attached to a mirror/perspex back - see photo.
£40 - £50
1630. Dinky "Always New Dinky Toys" original carded Shop Display Stand - finished in yellow, white, red, blue - overall
condition is generally Excellent (does have a small marks on front of base where label has been removed) - see photo.
£70 - £100
1631. Dinky "Always New Dinky Toys" original carded Shop Display Stand - finished in yellow, white, red, blue - overall
condition is generally Good (does have a small tear to tab) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1632. Triang Spot-On Models ERF Open Back Truck - light turquoise cab and back, silver chassis and inner back, cast
hubs - cream interior with red steering wheel - overall condition is generally Good (does have small chips to most edges).
£70 - £80
1633. Triang Spot-On Models Thames Trader with Trailer - pale blue including trailer with log load, black chassis, cream
interior and steering wheel, cast hubs - Fair to Good still a bright unboxed example that displays well.
£50 - £70
1634. Triang Spot-On Models group to include Bedford Type S Articulated Tanker - green and black cab, red tanker trailer
with "Shell/BP", cast hubs; Electric Dairy Delivery Truck "United Dairies" - red, white and Mini "Royal Mail Delivery
Van - red - conditions are generally Fair. (3)
£70 - £80
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1635. Triang Spot-On Models Mini Van RARE VARIATION - finished in yellow, red interior with black steering
wheel - Fair - see photo.
£50 - £60
1636. Triang Spot-On Models group to include Jaguar 3.4 - deep turquoise, cream interior; MG PB Midget Sports Car - red,
black and (New Zealand issue) Volkswagen Variant - blue, red interior with 2 x figures - conditions are generally Fair to Good.
(3)
£70 - £80
1637. Triang Spot-On Models Third Edition Catalogue - which is generally Excellent, also comes accompanied with "With the
Compliments of Spot-On Models Ltd" slip - Near Mint. (2)
£40 - £50
1638. Corgi unboxed group to include "The Beatles" Yellow Submarine - finished in yellow, white, 2 x red hatches, cast hubs;
Commer Film Service Truck - two-tone white, blue with extra cameraman and camera, spun hubs, "Samuelson Film Service
Limited" side labels and Citroen Safari "1964 Winter Olympic Sports" - white, red rack (replacement skis and sticks) - otherwise
conditions are generally Fair to Good. (3)
£60 - £70
1639. Corgi 211 Studebaker "Golden Hawk" - white body, gold flashes, silver trim, flat spun hubs - Good Plus still a nice
bright example of a harder issue to find (normally mechanical motor issue colour) - see photo.
£50 - £60
1640. Corgi unboxed group to include Jaguar Type E - plum body, red detachable hood; Jaguar Type E - red, black interior;
Lotus Elan S2 "I've Got a Tiger in My Tank"; Thames Airborne Caravan - two-tone green; Austin A40 - two-tone blue and
Customised Chevrolet Corvette Stingray - yellow, cast hubs - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus still bright examples.
(6)
£70 - £80
1641. Corgi GS17 Gift Set to include Land Rover - red, cream plastic canopy, lemon interior, silver trim, spun hubs; Ferrari
Racing Car - red, racing number 36, figure driver, chrome spun hubs with yellow Trailer, flat spun hubs - conditions are
generally Fair to Good, inner carded tray is Fair (complete), outer blue and yellow carded picture box is Poor - see photo.
£60 - £70
1642. Corgi unboxed group to include Ecurie Ecosse Racing Car Transporter - blue, yellow lettering; Volkswagen Pick-up
with cast hubs; Land Rover - yellow, black roof with later issue cream plastic canopy; Vanwall Racing Car; Cooper Maserati
Racing Car, plus others - conditions vary from Fair to Good Plus - see photo. (qty)
£80 - £110
1643. Corgi unboxed Farm Related group to include 2 x Beast Trailers (one with figures); Massey Ferguson Tractor with fork
attachment; Fordson Power Major Tractor - blue, dull orange hubs; another but bright orange hubs; Ford 5000 Super Major
Tractor, plus 2 x Harrows - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (8)
£80 - £90
1644. Corgi unboxed Farm Related group to include Massey Ferguson Tractor with shovel; Fordson Power Major Tractor
with roadless tracks; 2 x Beast Trailers (without figures) plus others - conditions are generally Fair to Good Plus. (7)
£70 - £80
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1645. Corgi group to include a quantity of plastic Figures contained in 1505 Garage Attendants lift off lid box; empty box 100
Dropside Trailer; 1351 Golden Jacks empty blister card - conditions are generally Poor to Fair; 9041 Original Corgi Classics
Rolls Royce Silver Ghost - Excellent in a Good to Good Plus presentation blister pack and a quantity of unboxed to include
"RAF" Land Rover with Trailer; Mini "Competition Model"; Aston Martin DB4 plus others, also includes some Code 3
issues - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (16)
£70 - £80
1646. Milton Toys (Dinky copy) Leyland Octopus "Shell Burmah" Tanker - yellow, white, grey plastic hubs with black treaded
tyres, metal tow hook - Excellent in a Good (slightly grubby) carded picture box.
£70 - £90
1647. Milton Toys (Dinky copy) 330 Leyland Octopus "Caltex" Tanker - white, blue, grey plastic hubs with black treaded tyres,
metal tow hook - condition is generally Good Plus to Excellent (does have some scuff marks to top of tanker) in a Good carded
picture box.
£70 - £90
1648. Milton Toys 816 Luxury Coach - cream, red flashes, amber windows, silver trim, gold and black solid wheels - Excellent
Plus in a Good Plus carded box.
£40 - £50
1649. British made Automec/Master Models or similar Military Quad Tractor with Ammunition Trailer and Field Gun - overall
condition is generally Good to Good Plus - see photo.
£50 - £70
1650. Charbens Tractor and Reaper - Tractor is finished in orange, yellow metal wheels, light blue figure driver, Reaper is
finished in green, yellow, red, dark brown figure driver (does have some damage to tynes) otherwise condition is Fair to Good
still a bright example - see photo.
£40 - £50
1651. Britains unboxed Tractor pair (1) Ford 5000 - blue, white, with figure driver; (2) Massey Ferguson - red, white, grey
hubs and Clifford Series (Corgi copy) Trailer - finished in blue, orange ridged hubs with black treaded tyres - conditions are
generally Fair to Good. (3)
£60 - £70
1652. Tekno unboxed group to include Ford Taunus (Type 1) Van; (Type 2); Lloyd Van plus others - conditions are generally
Poor to Fair. (7)
£70 - £90
1653. British made unboxed group to include DCMT Ltd Cement Mixer; Timpo "Police" Car; Chad Valley Austin A40 plus
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair. (11)
£80 - £90
1654. Unboxed group to include Salza Van; Lion Car DAF; 2 x unconfirmed manufacturer tinplate Cars (one clockwork) plus
others - conditions are generally Poor to Fair.
£70 - £80
1655. Tootsietoy unboxed group to include Articulated Truck and Trailer; Woody Wagon; 3 x Hoppers with unit; Loading
Ramp and 2 x Town Cars - conditions are generally Poor to Fair - see photo.
£80 - £90
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1656. Dinky 130 Ford Consul Corsair - metallic red, silver trim, chrome spun hubs with black treaded tyres - Excellent Plus in
a Good (slightly grubby) yellow and red presentation window box.
£50 - £70
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Conditions of Sale
The Buyer will be the highest bidder known to the Auctioneer at the fall of the hammer. Any dispute will be
settled by the Auctioneer, whose decision will be ﬁnal.
Purchasers will be charged a premium of 20.83% on the hammer price.
The premium is subject to VAT at 20% (total 25%).
BUYERS PREMIUM FOR LIVE ON-LINE BIDDING VIA INVALUABLE Purchasers will be charged a total
premium of 30% on the hammer price inclusive of VAT. This will include a 5% charge made by Invaluable which
will be shown separately on your invoice.
There is no additional charge for bidding via the Vectis Live website.
There is no VAT charged on lot prices.
If payment is to be made by cheque and the cheque exceeds the cheque card guarantee limit, then goods can only
be collected on the day of the sale if the buyer is known to us, or if prior arrangements have been made. We reserve
the right to hold goods until a cheque is cleared. Lots can be paid for by credit card. Most major brands are accepted.
Commission bids will be executed at no extra charge and we guarantee to purchase lots as cheaply as possible,
allowing for other bids. Successful commission bidders will be notiﬁed by post immediately after the sale.
Full payment must then be sent to the Auctioneers by return of post.
Persons are reminded to handle all items with care. Any loss or damage will be payable at a cost to be decided by
the Auctioneer, whose decision will be ﬁnal. Please be careful.
We have endeavoured to describe items as accurately and as fairly as possible.
The terms we have used to deﬁne condition are detailed in the Condition Classiﬁcation. The classiﬁcation relates
to the appearance of an item. No warranty can be given to the mechanical or electrical operation of any item. It must
be understood that any description or assessment of an item or its condition must be regarded as opinion only, and
cannot form part of any legal contract.
Where we have identiﬁed particular faults or damage to items it must be understood that reference to such faults
does not imply the absence of others, nor does the lack of such a reference imply that an item is free of faults.
Prospective purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the suitability of lots before buying. Only in the event that an
item should be found to be a deliberate forgery, could a transaction be rescinded. Once this is proven to the
Auctioneers, then all money paid will be refunded, provided the item is returned within 7 days of the sale in the
condition it was sold.

Telephone Bidding
Vectis Auctions cannot guarantee that all telephone requests will be honoured due to the rising demand for telephone
bidding, particularly at certain sections of the auction, it may be impossible to have a line available.
Although Vectis Auctions will try to accommodate every request, we cannot be held responsible for any missed calls
due to human or technical errors.

Bank Transfer
If you wish to pay by bank transfer, our bank details are as follows: Handelsbanken, Ground Floor, Winder
House, Kingﬁsher Way, Stockton on Tees. TS18 3EX
Sort Code: 40-51-62
Account: 42076703
IBAN: GB16HAND40516242076703
Bank Swift code: HANDGB22
Account Name: Vectis Auctions Ltd

Conditions of Sale (Continued)
Estimates
Based upon prices recently paid at auction for comparable property, and take into account condition, rarity,
quality and provenance. Estimates are subject to revision. Vendors should not rely upon estimates as a
representation or prediction of actual selling prices.

Reserves
In normal circumstances, Vectis Auctions do not accept reserves, however if a vendor wishes to place a reserve on
a lot and that lot is eventually unsold, Vectis Auctions will charge the vendor a fee of 7.5% of the placed reserve or
£10 whichever is greater. The reserve is the conﬁdential minimum price the vendor will accept and must be agreed
with Vectis Auctions beforehand. This value will not exceed the top pre-sale estimate.

Late Withdrawals
(a) Lots withdrawn once an item has been catalogued will incur a charge of 15% of the midpoint between top and
bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.
(b) Lots withdrawn after the catalogue has been printed and distributed will incur a charge of 25% of the midpoint
between top and bottom estimate or the reserve, whichever is greater.

Payment of proceeds of auction
Payment is normally made twenty ﬁve working days after the sale, however Vectis Auctions reserve the right to
withold any funds if the buyer fails to make payment. If the buyer fails to make payment within the calendar
month, Vectis Auctions have the right to pay the vendor an amount up to the net proceeds payable in respect of the
amount bid by the defaulting buyer.

For your guidance we have included estimated prices against each lot
Please remember that these are merely our opinion of what each lot might realise

The results from this auction will be published on our website after the sale.
The website address is: www.vectis.co.uk e-mail address is: admin@vectis.co.uk

